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BEZHIIG  ECONOMIC TRUTH AND RE-COLONIZATION 

“To help restore the prosperity of  the Indigenous economy, we want to become trusted 
partners. And we need to work together to overcome the long-standing obstacles faced by 
Indigenous peoples and the discriminatory practices that contributed to them.”  1

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	       - Lawrence L. Schembri 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	                                   	 	      Deputy Governor 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 The Bank of  Canada 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	        Gatineau, Quebec May 5, 2022 

After the French and Indian War (1754-1763) and Pontiacs War, The British soon acknowledged the 
importance of  giving annual gifts to the Anishinaabek to recognize and affirm their alliance with them  in 2

order to peacefully occupy areas formerly held by the French. Presents were important to the 
Anishinaabek because they were regarded as a necessary part of  diplomacy which involved accepting gifts in 
return for others sharing their lands.   Tribes of  the Anishinaabek Nation (Ojibway, Odawa, Mississauga, 3

Nipissing) and Haudenasaunee Peoples in the Upper Canada Treaties (1764-1850) permitted the occupation of  
their lands which led to the creation of  the Indian Trust Fund.  

	 The Indian Land Management Fund (Indian Trust Fund) came into existence on 1 April 1858.   It is an 4

account to hold all moneys collected, received, or held by the Crown for the “use and benefit” of  its Indigenous 
Allies. These monies come from the sale or lease of  lands and from royalties and revenues from natural resources. 
This Trust became aggressively mismanaged and eventually expropriated where it now exists today within the 
Consolidated Revenue Fund of  Canada — the general account where all public moneys are deposited.  5

 
	 As this paper touches briefly on the economic colonial policies experienced by Anishinaabek Peoples; 
Readers who require a more in depth academic report on this subject can find Cash Back, a Yellowhead Institute 
Red Paper available on their website. In these writings here I attempt to summarize the complex legal history of  
Canada and the banking system to be easily understood for the non academic. In this paper I engage in the old 
adage of  ‘follow the money’ to expose the trickery that is feeding the insatiable hunger of  the cannibalistic 
Windigo. 

	 As Universities continue to teach Neo classical economics and as a cloud of  ignorance is upheld by legacy 
media and academic gatekeepers; It is also the objective of  this war-cry to create a bridge between the Canadian 
Tax Payer and Anishinaabek Peoples to address our common oppressor that is waging Financial Terrorism on us 
all.    
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THE ROYAL PROCLAMATION AS A TREATY 

Angered by the British who began to 
regulate trade, encroach on their 
territories and cut back on gifts, 

Anishinaabek communities took this as an 
insult and an indication the British looked 
upon them as conquered people rather than as 
allies.   Under the leadership of  Odawa War 6

Chief  Pontiac, a Confederacy of  Warriors 
from around the Great Lakes and Illinois 
Country organized themselves into open 
rebellion against the British in May of  1763.26 

	 To prevent further violence the British 
Government issued the Royal Proclamation of  
1763, which created a boundary between 
colonists and Anishinaabek Peoples.The 
Algonquin and Nippising Nations met with the 
British Superintendent of  Indians Affairs at 
Oswegatchie and were persuaded to be messengers in inviting other Nations to attend a peace council at Niagara 
in summer of  1764.   7

	 At a gathering at Fort Niagara in 1764, a Covenant Chain of  Friendship  representing a multi-nation 8

alliance in which no member gave up their sovereignty  was affirmed, renewed and extended between the Crown 9

and Indigenous Nations.  At this gathering the Royal Proclamation became a Treaty  which was accepted by 10 11

the First Nations  where promises were made through methods other than the written word, such as oral 12

statements and belts of  Wampum.  This Treaty of  Niagara would set precedent between the Crown and 13

Indigenous Relationship based on Peace, Coexistence and Non-Interference. 

	 A 2017 report by Department of  Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada challenged the 
historical Indigenous perspective of  what occurred at Niagara in 1764. The report titled The Congress at Niagara 
in 1764: Historical context and meaning of  the British-Aboriginal Negotiations authored by Alain Beaulieu, 
attempts to discredit expert Anishinaabek perspectives. 

	 Author Alain Beaulieu, Ph.D in History says he was contracted by Canada to provide an expert opinion to 
assess the accuracy of  Dr. Allan Corbiere’s findings “as to whether what occurred at Niagara in 1764 provides 
support for the argument that resources on lands surrendered to the Crown would be shared with the First 
Nations in a partnership-like fashion.” 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  14
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“These nations did not go to Niagara with the goal or obligation of  making treaty with the British. They went to 
1) reaffirm, their attachment to the alliance made in 1761, 2) ensure they would not be included in the nations 
facing British retaliation, and 3) obtain authorization from the British to resume trading.” Writes Beaulieu.   

	 One of  the Worlds leading scholars in 
Anishinaabek Law, Dr. John Borrows who is the 
Canada Research Chair in Indigenous Law at the 
University of  Victoria Law School research is also 
at the centre of  Beaulieu’s attempt to discredit. 
Both Borrows and Corbiere are of  the 
Anishinaabek Nation and have played a significant 
role in researching and providing the Anishinaabek 
Perspective in relation to the Royal Proclamation 
and helping to resurface the Anishinaabek voice of  
events that took place at Niagara in 1764.   

On Sept 16, 2017 Dr. Corbiere issued a reply to 
Beaulieu’s report and stated;  

“Beaulieu attempts to freeze time and categorize the 
Treaty of  Niagara as a one time event that was not renewed every year at various posts by the annual delivery of  
‘Indian Presents’ at Michilimackinac (1760’s – 1796), St. Joseph’s Island (1796 – 1812, 1829), Drummond Island 
(1815 – 1829), Penetanguishene (1830 – 1835) and Manitowaning (1836 – 1854). Part and parcel of  the Treaty of  
Niagara was the delivery of  presents.” 

Dr. Corbiere further states, “Let it be known that the chiefs consistently called the [1764] wampum belt a treaty. 
Let it also be known that they considered it as sacred promises made under the watchful eye of  the sun and that its 
terms were inviolable. After the death of  the keeper, the belt was passed from one generation to the next. The Belt 
would then be passed into the hands of  other worthy chiefs.”                                15

	 In R v. Badger 1995, the Supreme Court of  Canada decided that Treaties must be interpreted in the sense that they 
would naturally have been understood by the Indians at the time of  the signing.  This would be reaffirmed again in 2005 in 16

Mikisew Cree First Nation v. Canada. 
17

	 Sir William Johnson, British Superintendent of  Indian Affairs married to Molly Brant, who was the older 
sister of  Mohawk leader Joseph Brant was influenced by the use of  Wampum Belts to convey the Message of  the 
Royal Proclamation to 24 Nations of  the Western Confederacy. Sir William Johnson at the Treaty of  Niagara 
commissioned the creation the 1764 Niagara Covenant Chain Belt and 24 Nations Presents Belt and gave it to the 
24 Nations assembled. In Beaulieu’s Report, Beaulieu argues that this was not a Treaty because there was no 
Document with Signatures however the exchanging of  the Belt’s with the Two Row Wampum solidified the 
Alliance as a Treaty as custom of  the Anishinaabek Peoples.   
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ECONOMIC GENOCIDE ON INDIGENOUS NATIONS 
“We are doing all we can, by refusing food until the Indians are on the verge of  starvation, to 
reduce the expense.”  - Sir John A. MacDonald 18

In her article Rebuilding Indigenous Economies and Remembering How to Creatively Thrive, Dr. PennElys Droz, 
Anishinabek Nation and of  the NDN Collective says; 

“The economy simply means the way a people provide for themselves’ – both the act of  gathering resources and 
the social agreements about how resources are distributed. Every Indigenous Nation had a traditional economy, a 
way of  gathering and distributing what we needed to live and thrive, that was connected to extensive trade routes 
across the Americas, allowing exchange of  the gifts of  the land, knowledge, language, and culture.”    19

	 Dr. Ron Trosper, Salish/Kootenai tribal member and economic researcher, noted that thriving traditional 
economies share three common principles:  1) Permanence within a homeland and the understanding that, even 
though families may have a recognized right to harvest within certain territories, lands remain a collective 
responsibility; 2) Deep emphasis on reciprocity and generosity with the land and each other; 3) A system of  
accountability for leadership.  Harvesting leaders were given those positions through demonstration of  their ability 
to care for the land.  Leaders of  resource distribution were given their role through demonstrated graciousness and 
honour, and there were systems of  accountability if  their behaviour violated this.  20

	 Ever since 1867 and Sir John A Macdonald, so called Canada has been violating the Nation to Nation 
Relationship between the Crown and Anishinaabek Nations by implementing a genocidal agenda. An effective 
tactic for this has been through policies that attack the Anishinaabek Economy such as: 

Indian Act 1876 

• Installed the Reserve System and Banned Traditional Forms of  Government. 

•  Prohibited the sale of  agricultural produce by Indians in Prairie Provinces without permission. 

• Restrictions on Hunting and Fishing. 

• Restrictions from leaving the reserve without permission from the Indian agent.  
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• Allowed municipalities and companies to expropriate portions of  reserves, without surrender, for roads, 
railways, and other public works. 

• Indian Agents control of  Band accounts. 

• Prevent anyone (Anishinaabek or otherwise) from soliciting funds for legal claims against the State. This 
effectively prevented any First Nation from pursuing land claims. 

• Prohibited from Hiring a Lawyer, Imprisonment for raising funds for Land Claims. 

• Allowed Indian agents to direct band council meetings, and to cast a deciding vote in the event of  a tie. 

• Forbade the organizing of  forming political organizations. 

Misappropriation of  the Indian Trust Fund 

By 1867 the Indian Trust Fund was already being misappropriated to bankroll the colony for years through the 
misspending of  Indian Trust moneys. For example 

• In 1834, the Province of  Upper Canada invested Six Nations money — that had been held in trust — to fund 
the Grand River Navigation Company (GRNC) without Six Nations’ consent or knowledge. When the 
company failed to actually make the Welland Canal more navigable for passage to the City of  Brantford, the 
moneys and community lands were lost and never compensated.  21

• Other main beneficiaries of  this theft from the Indian Trust Fund also have included: the City of  Toronto, 
Law Society of  Upper Canada, Montreal TurnpikeTrust, Desjardins Canal, York Roads, the Consolidated 
Municipal Loan Fund for Upper Canada, a fund that allowed municipalities raise money for roads, bridges, 
railways, bridges, and other improvements.  22

• The Trust was not only financing the Department of  Indian Affairs — Anishinaabek Nations were also paying 
for the Crown’s internationally-binding Treaty obligations, including annuities. Annuities are annual cash 
payouts to treaty signatories. For example, the funds were used to subsidize First Nations education as early as 
the mid-1870. They were being used to fund medical expenses, to which the Nakota people of  Carry the 
Kettle angrily protested, since these were a Treaty 4 obligation.  The Trust was also used to pay for schools 23

and teachers’ salaries, which are directly identified as Crown obligations in the numbered Treaties. 

Theft of  Lands 

• Starting in the 1850s, Anishinaabek land found its way onto global financial markets as Debt instruments — 
that is, loans to the colonial government — were made based on the future promise of  expansion and forced 
Anishinaabek removal. Emigration numbers went from thousands to millions as Anishinaabek peoples’ lands, 
like those of  the Mi’kmaq Confederacy of  Epekwitk (Prince Edward Island), were leveraged on the London 
Stock Exchange to bankroll settlement, as well as railways, banks, telegraph lines and other critical 
infrastructure.  24

• Another way Anishinaabek Nations bankrolled the Dominion of  Canada on the whole and against their will, 
was through the imposition of  the Dominion Lands Act. The Act was passed in 1872 and established the legal 
framework for massive land give away. 
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Starvation Policies  

• In the 1880’s Indian Commissioner Edgar Dewdney on behalf  of  the Government implemented Starvation 
Policies in Saskatchewan with the Cree to coerce them into signing treaties. Rations were withheld and many 
People Starved to death. Dewdney decided to close Fort Walsh, which had acted as the distribution centre for 
food rations. Together, these decisions instigated a policy of  starvation aimed at subjugating the chiefs.  25

•
Criminalization of  Tobacco and Cannabis Trade  

• The criminalization of  the Mohawk tobacco trade is a case study for how Indigenous self-government policies 
exclude commercial rights to protect settler rights. In 2014, Bill C-10 was passed to amend the Criminal Code, 
introducing harsher penalties for “trafficking in contraband tobacco,” and explicitly mentions First Nations’ 
trade in order to beef  up enforcement powers against them. This criminalization is one side of  the tale of  two 
First Nations’ economies. Bands located in oil-rich regions of  the country are heartily encouraged to 
participate more in the market economy through resource extraction and investment.   Meanwhile, the 26

independent Mohawk tobacco industry is treated as a threat to the Canadian economy and criminalized. Both 
economies are expressions of  Indigenous sovereignty, but one is criminalized because it threatens the authority 
of  the state to regulate and control the economy and undermines industry.”  27

• In 2018, the Federal and Provincial 
Governments legalized Cannabis. Some 
Indian Act Chief  and Councils have created 
their own laws for their community 
members to set up dispensaries across the 
Territories. It is also a protected right in 
Canada’s Charter Section 25/35 for 
Anishinabek Peoples to engage in trade and 
is also an inherent right. Despite this 
Ontario Provincial Police and RCMP have 
been raiding Dispensaries on First Nations 
who are not licensed by the Province. APS is 
helping Ontario to impose Provincial laws 
on Anishinaabek Nation which is a violation 
of  the Canadian Charter they swear an oath 
to uphold. 

•  Anishinabek Police Services serves 12 
communities of  the Union of  Ontario 
Indians. APS joined was the Provincial Joint 
Forces Cannabis Enforcement Team 
(PJFCET) unit that deals with enforcement 
issues of  Cannabis. APS developed a relationship with the Ontario Provincial Police who are currently 
managing Provincial Joint Forces Cannabis Enforcement Teams (PJFCET) which is comprised of  a number of  
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Police Services from Southern Ontario.  APS also has a Major Crimes Unit and several Community 
Organizers have had experiences where this department investigate known “organizers” of  direct actions.  

Regulation of  Treaty Rights	  

• In 2020 at Saulnierville Wharf  by the Sipekne’katik First Nation — Mi’kmaq fishers had their boats attacked 
and their vans and pounds burned down. They were also physically attacked and swarmed and threatened by 
non-Indigenous fishers. Indigenous economies were once again treated as a danger to society — a tone set by 
the courts. These Mi’Maq Fishers are only permitted to fish for a moderate livelihood as fisheries become 
depleted by the massive fisheries of  the State. This is just one example of  the many where Treaty Rights are 
heavily regulated by the Canadian State that prevent our Peoples to engage in our economy on our lands. 

The Tax our People Pay 

	  Reserves that our Nations were displaced onto only make up a total of  0.2% of  the land mass referred to 
as Canada. Our Nations are expected to create an economy from this 0.2% of  land as the illegal Government of  
Canada and Industry continues to profit off  our Territories which is a major contribution to the social ills and 
poverty faced in Indigenous communities. There are flawed if  not any Resource Revenue Sharing. 

	 Revenues for Natural resource exports were valued at $264 Billion in 2019. The Government of  Canada 
for Natural Resources receives annually $21.4 billion. Canada allocates $7.7 Billion a year to Anishinaabek 
Peoples where $5 Billion annually is for 630 First Nations where $7 million each goes to a First Nation to operate 
and provide programs and services to the community. $60 Billion annually goes to the Interest Debt to 
International Banks for the Monetary Scheme they are in collusion with with this Canada Corporation. 

	 This is Economic Genocide on our Nations and our fourth world living conditions is the Tax our Peoples 
pay so the so called Canadian and the International Banks can enjoy prosperity. Many of  our communities do not 
even have clean water to drink and use. Multinational Companies like DeBeer’s Diamonds poisoned waters with 
Mercury near Attiwapiskat and have little revenue sharing for destroying their Territory. Grassy Narrows also has 

been poisoned by Mercury from it being dumped by 
Paper Mill Company on the English River in Northwest 
Ontario. 
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LAW OF WATER VS. LAW OF LAND 
The Roman Catholic Church: The Roman Empire issued four Papal Bulls which claimed to rule over the 
globe and all within it. These specific Papal Bulls created three Crown’s (kingdoms) that represent the highest 
order of  rule and also created three Cestui Que Vie Trusts for each Crown. Cestui Que Vie means “He who lives” 
where each trust is a Testamentary Trust of  a deed and will that creates a deceased persons estate. Each Trust 
corresponds exactly to the three forms of  law; corporate commercial law (judge is the ‘landlord’), maritime and 
canon law (judge is the banker), and Talmudic law (judge is the priest). Commercial and Maritime Law are also 
known as the Law of  Water as this Law governed Ships doing commerce and now governs all corporations. 
(goverments and legal persons)  

• Unum Sanctum: In 1302 Pope Boniface issued his infamous, Unam Sanctam , claiming rule over the 28

whole planet and where the Pope is effectively "King of  the world.” This is the first Express Trust ever 
created. 

• The 1st Crown is of  Crown Land: The Papal Bull, 1455 Roman Pontifex . This first Crown conveyed 29

the right of  use of  the land as Real Property where all land is claimed as "crown land.” This 1st Crown is 
represented by the 1st Cestui Que Vie Trust created when a child is born, deprives them of  all their beneficial 
entitlements and rights on the land at birth.  

• The 2nd Crown is of  the Commonwealth: 1481 Aeterni Regis, ; this Papal Bull created what is known 30

as the "Crown of  Aragon", later known as the Crown of  Spain and represents the highest sovereign and 
highest steward of  all Roman Slaves. This 2nd Crown is represented by the 2nd cestui Que Vie Trust created 
when a child is born the sale of  the birth certificate as a Bond is sold to the private central bank of  the nation, 
depriving them of  ownership of  their flesh and condemning them to perpetual servitude as a Roman person, 
or slave. 

• The 3rd Crown of  the Ecclesiastical See: 1537 Convocation , This 3rd Crown is represented by the 31

3rd cestui Que Vie Trust created when a child is baptized being the grant of  the Baptismal certificate by the 
parents to the church or Registrar being the gift of  title of  the soul. Thus, without legal title over one's own 
soul, a man or woman may be "legally" denied right to stand as a person, but may be treated as a creature 
and thing without legally possessing a soul. The loosing of  one soul also happens when the child is considered 
lost at sea after 7 years after the birth certificate the child is created as a dead corporation and does not claim 
to be alive. The Bar Association’s are responsible in administering and registration and collection of  baptismal 
certificates representing the souls collected by the Vatican. Hence, why the Bar Association is able to legally 
enforce Maritime law against men and women- because they can be treated as things, cargo that does not 
possess a soul. 

• 1666 Cestui Que Vie Act: This UK Act helps demonstrate these trusts have been implemented by the UK 
since 1666 where this law operates under commercial and admiralty law in which all governments operate. 
This Act proclaims there is a remedy to take yourself  out of  such Deceased Trust of  the State Owned 
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Enterprise (birth certificate) to prove you are a living person and not to be considered dead who has been 
considered so by being lost at sea for 7 years or absent from their State Owned Enterprise. (SOE). The Act 
says if  action (proper paperwork) is filed to show that the supposed dead Man is proved to be alive, then the 
Title is revisited and profits with interest is issued to a persons estate.  

• The Roman Empire administers its rule through three Corporations; Vatican City, the District of  Columbia 
and City of  London Inc (The Crown). The City of  London Inc houses the Bank of  England, 384 Foreign 
Banks, 70 USA Banks. The City of  London Inc (Crown) directly and indirectly controls all mayors, councils, 
regional councils, multi-national and trans-national banks, corporations, judicial systems, the IMF, World 
Bank, Vatican Bank, European Central Bank, United States Federal Reserve, the Bank for International 
Settlements in Switzerland (which is also British-controlled and oversees all of  the Reserve Banks around the 
world) and controls the European Union and the United Nations.  The Crown controls the global financial 
system and runs the governments of  all Commonwealth countries, and many non-Commonwealth ‘Western’ 
nations.  

	 How the Crown rules over all governments (corporations) is by imposing commercial law and maritime law 
in which all governments operate on. This is administered by UNIDROIT.  

UNIDROIT: The International Institute for the Unification of  Private Law (UNIDROIT) is an independent 
intergovernmental Organization with its seat in the Villa Aldobrandini in Rome. Its purpose is to harmonize and 
co-ordinate private and in particular commercial law as between States and groups of  States and to formulate 
uniform law instruments, principles and rules to achieve those objectives.  Established in 1926 as part of  32

the League of  Nations, it was reestablished in 1940 following the League's dissolution through a multilateral 
agreement, the UNIDROIT Statute. As of  2019 UNIDROIT has 63 member states. Canada joined in 1968.  

• All Court in Canada and the United States are United Nations Courts under the UNIDROIT treaty. 

• There is no authority to delegate anything to the United Nations in the Constitution for the United States of  
America, or the British North America Act.  

• UNIDROIT covers; Negotiable instruments, Civil procedure, Secured transactions, Contracts, Banking Law, 
Natural Resources, Transport Law, Trust, Wills and much more. (see website) 

• The Uniform Law Conference of  Canada, formed in 1918 and has had a significant impact on Canada’s 
legal landscape. The ULCC provides independent analysis and resolution for the harmonization and reform 
of  law in Canada.  (The ULCC implements this international private law in Canada.) 33

• The United Nations Declaration of  Indigenous Peoples is an initiative of  this collective to bring in 
Indigenous Rights and Territories under this private international one world law, that only recognizes the 
Incorporated Indigenous Person(s) such as Canada’s Indian Act Bands and Status Indian which are deceased 
legal estates, (state owned enterprise) aka corporations, the legal person. 
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Legal Definitions: 

• Canada’s Interpretation Act: Canada, for greater certainty, includes the internal waters of  Canada and the 
territorial sea of  Canada; (Canada) 

• Canada’s Interpretation Act: Person, or any word or expression descriptive of  a person, includes a corporation      

• Canada’s Indian Act: Indian means a person who pursuant to this Act is registered as an Indian or is entitled 
to be registered as an Indian. 

• Legal Rule of  the word “Includes”: Expressio unius est exclusio alterius: The explicit mention of  one (thing) is 
the exclusion of  another. 

	 Canada is not a land mass or government by Canada’s own Interpretation Act. Through the legal maxim 
of  the word “includes”, Canada is only the internal waters of  Canada and the territorial sea and not a landmass. 
CANADA is a crown corporation that only can operate on water, through commercial law. The living being allows 
the corporation to come on to land and usurp the birth right to the land by becoming the legal person (debtor/
trustee) through the birth certificate deceased state and remaining as a corporation/legal person.   

Breakdown of  the Legal Person   

• Statement of  Live Birth: A Statement of  Live Birth form is completed by parents of  newborns. This 
Statement has your family name's surname and your given name in a separate boxes. This births the foreign 
administration corporation on to your birthright land rendering you as the beneficiary and the Crown as the 
trustee. This Statement is a permanent legal record and affirms and recognizes you as a living being. A Living 
Being has fundamental human rights and freedoms and a birthright to the lands they are born on including 
the prosperity created from the land. 

• Birth Certificate: Applying for a Birth Certificate for a newborn, the government take’s the Statement of  
Live Birth and trademarks the name which is now a glosse-sign  shown in dog latin  in all capital letters. It is 34 35

no longer a name or belongs to the child. This trademark is now assigned to a Corporation (Legal Person) that 
is created by the Birth Certificate. This births you into the foreign state rendering you as the trustee of  such a 
foreign state. 

• Birth Certificate as a Bond: The Crown Corporation CANADA sells the Birth Certificate as a Bond to 
it’s private central bank, the Bank of  Canada, which another Crown Corporation, The City of  London Inc. 
The Birth Certificate deprive’s the living being of  ownership of  their flesh, property, land and condemning 
them to perpetual servitude as a Roman person, or slave (debt slave). Once you accept the birth certificate, 
your standing as the national beneficiary and birth right is transferred to the foreign company CANADA and 
you become the Debtor of  the Trust Estate. The BANK OF CANADA, CANADA and the CROWN, use our 
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Birthright, our ownership to the minerals and resources of  the land through the Birth Certificate as the 
security to produce federal reserve debt notes that we think is money.  

 The Law of  the Land 

• The Law of  the Land is the Common Law (Constitution) of  a Independent Peoples unattached of  any other 
foreign rule. All Original Peoples of  the so called North and South America have our own law of  the land 
which for most is the Life Giver’s our Mothers who give us Life, a Name, Clan and Clan Territory.  

• Since the early 1800’s missionaries in Upper Canada would be sent in by the Crown to help civilize Indian 
Bands and adopt Christianity. Some Chiefs were baptized and their people followed and were given Christian 
Names and Sur Names. The giving of  such names soon became enforced by British Policy to help assimilate 
and keep a registry of  who belonged to which Band.   

SECTION 35 ABORIGINAL RIGHTS ARE NOT INHERENT RIGHTS 

In the 1980’s those legal persons also acting as an Indian mobilized to have 
Aboriginal Rights incorporated under Canada’s Charter. In 1982, Section 35 and 25 
was included in CANADA Inc’s Charter however the Charter does not define what 

those rights are in Section 35 which says;  

Section 35: (1) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of  the aboriginal peoples of  
Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed. (2) In this Act, aboriginal peoples of  
Canada includes the Indian, Inuit and Métis peoples of  Canada.   

Section 25: The guarantee in this Charter of  certain rights and freedoms shall not be 
construed as to abrogate or derogate from any aboriginal, treaty or other rights or 
freedoms that pertain to the aboriginal peoples of  
Canada including (a) any rights or freedoms that have 
been recognized by the Royal Proclamation of  
October 7, 1763; and                 (b) any rights or 
freedoms that now exist by way of  land claims 
agreements or may be so acquired. 

	 After the implementation of  the 1982 Constitution Act, Status Indians began entering the courts and 
became successful in winning cases such as Delgamuukw and Tsilhqot’in that recognizes “Indigenous Title” to 
Traditional Territories and where such cases began to define and regulate such “Indigenous Rights”. Although 
Cases for Title and Rights have been won in the courts Anishinaabek Peoples still face the problem of  having such 
decisions being implemented on the ground. The Judicial System on the one hand and the Executive Branch on 
the other hand which is the Prime Minister and Cabinet don’t agree when it comes to “Indigenous Title.”   36

Some feel this is because the Federal Government does not want to give up the wealth created by natural resources 
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Delbert Riley is a member of the Chippewas of the Thames reserve 
in Ontario. He served as Chief of his community and president of 
the Union of Ontario Indians before being elected as National Chief 
from 1980 to 1982. He authored Sec 35 of the Charter. As of Feb 
23, 2023, 79 Yr Old Riley he says AFN/NIB lost in limbo.
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that exists in Anishinaabek Territories, which is 
true however the fact of  the mater is CANADA 
can do as it please in regards to Legal Persons and 
Status Indians as they are under commercial law 
and gave up their inherent rights by accepting to 
be the debtor to the CQV estate. Section 35 
Rights are not Inherent Rights and Treaty Rights 
they are only Benefits and Privileges of  a Debtor 
of  the CQV Estate, a Roman Slave.  

	 Section 25 in CANADA’s charter recognizes 
and affirms the Anishinaabek Nation’s and 
Peoples sovereign status and inherent rights at the 
time of  the 1764 Royal Proclamation. These 
rights and status and title can only be exercised 
when the status Indian and legal person take the 
steps out as debtor and into the Office of  the 
Creditor of  the CQV Estate. I will elaborate more 
on the steps to be taken in my next publication 
but for now a summer of  the steps to do this is by 
reclaiming yourself  as being the living person by 
the statement of  live birth and filing proper paper 
work by the proper channels using Uniform 
Commercial Code and Personal Property Security 
Act which is maritime admiralty law that declares 
you lost at sea since you choose to be the dead 
corporate estate. These steps can be very 
dangerous as the powers that be do not want to 
give up the wealth and owe interest that is owed to 
the People’s birthright.  

	 Anishinaabek Peoples who also go out on 
the frontlines to protect, reclaim lands, and 
protect waters and our territory do so without 

operating within inherent jurisdiction and through the proper steps. When they get arrested they can claim 
sovereignty all they want and cite the law but that doesn’t mean anything as they are operating under the birth 
certificate in court, as debtor to the CQV Trust. Before any action our people must take themselves out of  the the 
commercial law and birth certificate and serve CANADA, the CROWN and Police Agencies in which no arrests 
will happen as the Police will be personally liable and if  our people are arrested, a constitutional challenge is filed 
and proper steps again which I will include in the coming publication need to be implemented in which I include 
which laws to cite. A Sovereign never uses a lawyer or accepts being the all caps JOHN C DOE, CQV Trust 
Estate.  
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George Manuel (born Feb. 21, 1921; died Nov. 15, 1989) was a 
member of the Secwepemc of the Neskonlith Indian Band in 

British Columbia. His lifelong struggle was to help his people 
re¬establish their Aboriginal and treaty rights to self-government. 
He was National Chief from 1970 to 1976. As the leader of the 
BC Indian Chiefs he helped organize the Constitutional Express 
to demand Indian Rights be included in the CANADA Inc’s 
Charter. Manuel is Father of Art Manuel and Warrior Women, 
Kanahues and Mayuk. 
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	 How many Land Defender and Warriors and Water Protectors are raising money by asking our people in 
poverty to support their cause only to hand it over to the CROWN and give up more rights while acting as the 
legal person that answers to the all caps name in court and uses a lawyer? 	  

	 Other Legal Definitions to Research and to be careful of  using: 

Traditional: “Someone who gives up the Land in Trade.” Do you follow Traditional People and Traditional 
Elders? Do you honour and asked to give Land Acknowledgements for Canadians that honour Traditional 
Territories? 

Resident: “Means a Tenant of  Land you do not own.” You are automatically incorporated again as a corporate 
body when you say you are a resident of  a geographical area. A Resident does not own land.   

CANADA HAS NO CONSTITUTION            
                      
“It is Therefore Easy to See Why Canada is Not a Confederation” 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 - Dr. Maurice Ollivier, K.C, Joint Law Clerk, House of  Commons     		 	                                    
	 	 	 	 	 Before there Special Committee on the British North America Act, 1935	  

As this issue needs to be of  its own Paper, This is only a simplified summary of  legal points to provide 
context of  the constitutional lawlessness within so called Canada, the Banking System and Indigenous 
and Northern Affairs Canada. The provided knowledge is key in defending our inherent rights from such 

tyranny that many in Academia, Indigenous Leadership and their Lawyers fail to give rise to, regarding the 
following legal history.  

• The British North America Act states in Section 3; the Provinces of  Canada, Nova Scotia, and New 
Brunswick shall form and be One Dominion.  37

• 	 The 1867 British North America Act was never a constitution that created a Federal Union but only an 
enactment of  the British Imperial Parliament to consolidate four British Colonies (Quebec, Nova Scotia, 
Ontario, New Brunswick) to create a central legislature; a legislative body for the United Colony whose only 
powers were to aid and advise the Governor General as Agent of  the Imperial Parliament. 	 	 	 	 
38

• Section 10 and 12 of  the BNA Act/Constitution Act 1867 state the Governor General has the Executive 
Power and shall be advised by a Privy Council and Executive Council.  
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	 There are no provisions that ever enacted a Federal Government, a 
Prime Minister and a Cabinet with Executive Power; Nor is there a 
Constitution that exists where the Provinces agreed to be governed by this 
Executive Council.  
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  
• The U.K’s 1893 Statute Law Revision Act removed Section 2 of  the BNA Act; Whereas that certain enactments 

have ceased to be in force, namely, Section Two.  ; Provisions of  this Act referring to Her Majesty the Queen extend also to the 39

Heirs and Successors of  Her Majesty.   40

This meant that any Heirs and Successors, Kings and Queens after Her Majesty Queen Victoria would not be 
“Head of  State” over the Dominion of  Canada through the BNA Act. When Queen Victoria died in 1901 so did 
the BNA Act. 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  
• The 1931 Statute of  Westminster is an enactment of  the U.K Parliament passed on December 11, 1931 to 

extinguish the U.K’s rule over its Dominions which allowed the Provinces to become Free Independent States. 
The specific provisions of  this Statute state: 

• 2. (1) The Colonial Laws Validity Act,1865, shall not apply to any law made after the commencement of  this 
Act by the Parliament of  a Dominion. 

• (2) No law and no provision of  any law made after the commencement of  this Act by the Parliament of  a 
Dominion shall be void or inoperative on the ground that is repugnant to the law of  England. 

• 4. No Act of  Parliament of  the United Kingdom passed after the commencement of  this Act shall extend, or 
be deemed to extend, to a Dominion as part of  the law of  that Dominion. 

• 7. (1) Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to apply to the repeal, amendment or alteration of  the British North 
America Acts, 1867 to 1930, or any order, rule or regulation made thereunder  41

• 2) The provisions of  section two of  this Act shall extend to laws made by any of  the Provinces of      Canada 
and to the powers of  the legislatures of  such Provinces to Canada. 

• 11. Notwithstanding anything in the Interpretation Meaning of  Act, 1889, the expression Colony "shall not, 
in any Act of  the Parliament of  the United Kingdom passed after the commencement of  this Act, include a 
Dominion or any Province or State forming part of  a Dominion.  42
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Explanation of  the Statute of  Westminster 

The Parliament of  a Dominion in Section 2 does not refer to the legislative body sitting in Ottawa on 
December 10, 1931. The legislative body sitting in Ottawa the day before the Statute of  Westminster 
was passed, according to the Interpretations Act of  1889, Sec. 18, Par. 3, was the Central Legislature of  

a United Colony, whose only function and authority was to aid and advise the Governor General as the agent 
of  the British Government. 

	 Section 2 does not validate the Central Legislature of  a United Colony as the Federal Parliament of  a 
Federal Union. A Federal Union in Canada can be created only by completely independent and autonomous 
Provinces, which section 7 (2) provides for. 

	 As a consequence of  Section 11, the term, Dominion, can now be applied to a Federal Union, and the 
term, the Parliament of  a Dominion can now be applied to a Federal Parliament and not be inconsistent in so 
far as a definition is concerned. However, the British Government can no more convert the Central Legislature 
of  a United Colony into the Federal Parliament of  a Federal Union, by changing definitions, then it can turn 
water into wine. 

	 The only validity, which the B.N.A. Act has since December 11, 1931, is as a guide to the creation of  a 
Federal Union, which only the provinces can bring about. The Provinces of  Canada are free to use it as a guide 
in the creation of  a Federal Constitution, or they may reject it completely in favour of  a constitution of  their 
own making.  43

Canada: A Country without a Constitution 1977 
By Walter F. Kuhl – MP Jasper-Edson, Alberta 1935 -1949 

A Constitutional Monarchy 

The Petition of  Right, passed on June 7, 1628 is an English constitutional document setting out specific 
individual protections against the state  resulting from actions of  King Charles I. Charles I, had the 44

belief  that by the royal prerogative he could govern without the advice and consent of  Parliament.  

	 On January 27, 1649, the Parliamentarian High Court of  Justice had declared Charles I guilty of  
attempting to "uphold in himself  an unlimited and tyrannical power to rule according to his will and to overthrow 
the rights and liberties of  the people" and he was sentenced to death by beheading.  These events have played a 45

role as to how the British Monarchy is a constitutional monarchy which is a form of  government in which a King 
or Queen reigns with limits to their power along with a governing body (i.e. Parliament). The King reigns, but he 
does not rule; Ruling is done by his government and as head of  state the King is constitutionally obliged to follow 
the government’s advice.   46

Maybe its time to start letting heads roll again to what is going on in these times.  
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History of  Letter Patents  

In the United Kingdom and other Commonwealth realms, letters patent are royal proclamations granting an 
office, right, title, or status to a person. Letters patent take the form of  an open letter from the monarch to a 
subject, although this is a legal fiction and they are in fact a royal decree made under the Royal Prerogative, 

and are treated as statute law.  47

• After the British defeated the French on the Plains of  Abraham, General James Murray was issued Letters 
Patent in 1764 becoming the first Governor General in the Province of  Quebec. 

• The Crown Office, also known as the Crown Office in Chancery is a section of  the U.K Ministry of  Justice, 
formerly the Lord Chancellor's Department. It has custody of  the Great Seal of  the Realm and is responsible 
for the preparation of  royal documents such as warrants required to pass under the royal sign-manual, 
fiats, letters patent, etc. In legal documents, the Crown Office refers to the office of  the Clerk of  the Crown in 
Chancery.  48

• By the mid-19th century, the Monarch was appointing Governors Generals only on the advice of  
the Secretary of  State for the Colonies.   Letters Patent for Governor Generals can only be issued on behalf  49

of  the Monarchy by the authority from the Clerk of  the Crown in Chancery where they are then presented in 
the Court of  St. James to have the right to represent the sitting Monarch confined upon them.  

• Letters Patent were issued by the UK to dispatch Governor Generals to their Colonies up until the enacting 
of  the 1931 Statute of  Westminster. No Governor General has been commissioned by Letters Patent by the 
British since 1931 as the former colonies were now Free Independent States. 
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Letters Patent Constituting the Office of  Governor General 1947 

The last Governor General, the Earl of  Bessborough was issued Letters Patent by the Clerk of  the Crown 
in Chancery, Sir Claude Schuster on April 4, 1931.   On December 11, 1931, the Statute of  Westminster 50

officially ended the UK’s rule over its now former Dominions where the BNA Act and the Letters Patent 
for a Governor General were nullified. The Provinces now became Independent States and free to Confederate 
and establish a legitimate Federal Government however this is not what happened. 

On November 2, 1935, Lord Tweedsmuir arrived in Canada and was sworn in at Quebec by the Rt. Hon. Sir 
Lyman P. Duff, who stated in the Canada Gazette that he was swearing him in by authority of  the Letters Patent 
of  June 15, 1905 however they had been revoked on March 23, 1931.  There was no more need for a Governor 51

General to Represent His Majesty in Canada. 

The Steps on Commissioning Letters Patent for a Governor General to represent a Monarch was the prerogative 
of  the Lord High Chancellor of  Great Britain. After receiving authority from the Crown in Chancery the selected 
person is presented at the Court of  St. James’s to have the right to represent His/Her Majesty conferred upon. No 
papers of  any kind were issued to Lord Tweedsmuir in Great Britain. These Letters Patent was a forgery by the 
Rt.Hon. Duff.  

On October 1, 1947 the Rt. Hon. William Lyon McKenzie King constituted the Letters Patent Constituting the 
Office of  Governor General and Commander in Chief  of  Canada 1947.   This was another act of  fraud and 52

forgery created by an Order in Council not by Commission under the Royal Manuel Sign and Signet 
issued through the Clerk of  the Crown in Chancery in Britain. 

The reconstituting of  the Office of  the Governor General by McKenzie was an act to keep the Provinces under 
the impression that they remained under colonial status of  a Constitutional Monarchy; with a Governor General 
bound to the BNA Act. This was done by the Rt.Honorable’s as a coup de’etat to seize power from the Provinces 
to usurp Government for the Central Legislature.   

Although the BNA Act did constitute a Parliament it does not provide for a Prime Minister but does mention a 
Chief  Executive Officer however that position does not constitute the role as Head of  State in which all Prime 
Ministers since 1931 have been acting as underneath the Pageantry illusion of  a Constitutional Monarchy . All 
successor Governor Generals, Prime Minister’s and Monarch’s since 1931 have been committing Fraud and 
Treason. 

Today this defacto Federal Government of  Canada and the sitting Monarch are violating the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 8 (2); No One Shall be Held in Servitude. They are holding the 
Provinces and Indigneous Nations in Servitude to a Foreign Monarch. 
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Canada Inc has No Land Title or owns No Resources  

Indigenous Lands obtained by Treaties established the four Provinces that were consolidated into one Colony 
via the 1867 BNA Act. In 1869 the Crown purchased Ruperts Land from the Hudson Bay Company which 
were Indigenous Lands that were never ceded by Treaty. In the years up until 1923, the Crown secured more 

Indigneous Lands to create additional Provinces and Territories for the Dominion.  

As Section 109 of  the BNA Act stated, All Lands, Mines, Minerals, and Royalties belonging to the several Provinces,  gave 53

the impression that title to such real property was allocated to the Provinces; It was not as the Provinces made-up 
one colony that was a possession of  Britain. The British Parliament enacted that the administration of  affairs and 
the exercise of  authority over this possession be entrusted to the Crown in Chancery.    

The unilateral BNA Act, Indian Act, and 1931 Statute of  Westminster were unilaterally created and enacted 
without the consultation and consent of  the Indigenous Nations which violated the Constitutional Agreements of  
the Royal Proclamation and 1764 Niagara Treaty Belt.  

The 1931 Statute of  Westminster extinguished the UK’s rule over its Dominions and relinquished its possession 
over all lands obtained in Treaties where the Provinces could now possess and become Free Independent States. 
The Provinces could now Confederate and establish a Federal Government if  they wished. This did not happen 
due to the coup d'état by Parliament as previously mentioned. 

Treaties were between the Indigenous Nations and the British who were compensating these Nations for 
occupancy of  these lands. The Provinces have no Constitutions of  their own. Since the British absolved 
itself  of  such lands obtained in such Treaties by releasing itself  from its Dominions the legal and lawful 

title of  All Lands, Mines, Minerals, and Royalties revert back to the underlying title holders, the Indigenous Nations. 

The Provinces and the Defacto Government of  Canada have no Constitution and owns no lands.   
In Canada’s Interpretation Act, General Definitions, 35 (1) Canada is defined as; In every enactment, Canada, for 
greater certainty, includes the internal waters of  Canada and the territorial sea of  Canada. 

The Legal Maxim of  “Expressio unius est exclusio alterius” - meaning "the expression of  one thing is the 
exclusion of  the other” when applying “includes” within the definition of  Canada is excluding Land.  

CANADA Inc is a Corporation. Corporations can only exist on Water and operate on the Law of  Water or what 
is known as Maritime Admiralty Law or Commercial Law.  
(I will go further into the History of  laws and the doctrine of  discovery in another publication) 
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The Constitution Acts and the Corporation  

The Canada Act is a Statute of  the U.K that terminated the U.K’s authority to legislate for Canada and 
included a Charter for the creation of  a Corporation called the Constitution Act 1982. The BNA Act was 
also amended and was included but renamed the Constitution Act 1867. Queen Elizabeth II and the U.K 

Parliament had no legal authority to make such enactments for its former Dominion. 

The 1893 Statute Law Revision Act ended the succession rights of  the Monarchy over Canada. When Queen 
Victoria died in 1901 so did the BNA Act, therefore the BNA Act couldn’t legally be amended and renamed as the 
Constitution Act 1867. The 1931 Statute of  Westminster also absolved the U.K’s rule over the Dominion of  
Canada.  

In 1982 Queen Elizabeth II and the U.K Parliament only created a Charter for a Corporation called CANADA 
which is also referred to as The Government of  Canada or Her/His Majesty in Right of  Canada. This 
Corporation is registered to the United States Securities and Exchange Commission, which is ultimately owned by 
the Crown, the City of  London Corporation.    

What was being sold as a Constitution lacked effective public input in which only nine people agreed to it; The 
Premier’s of  the Provinces. The People (Private) never voted to establish and be governed under a Federal 
Government or this assumed Constitution. The People in 1982 never consented to be under these Constitution 
Acts. 

• Blacks Law Dictionary 4th Edition Defines the word Charter as: A charter differs from a constitution, in that the 
former is granted by the sovereign, while the latter is established by the people themselves.   

• CANADA is listed on the United States Securities and Exchange Commission; Its Corporation Number is 
CIK# i0000230098 and American Depositary Receipt number is SIC :8888.  

• The Business Address for this Corporation is Canadian Embassy 501 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, 
District of  Columbia 20001. 

• The Government of  Canada is a private foreign administrator for CANADA that is exercising administrative 
powers over the sovereignty of  Indigenous Nations and the so called Canadian.  

Section 32 (1) (a)(b) of  the Charter Rights of  Canada states, This Charter Applies to (a) to the Parliament and 
government of  Canada in respect of  all matters within the authority of  Parliament including all matters relating 
to the Yukon Territory and Northwest Territories; and (b) to the legislature and government of  each province in 
respect of  all matters within the authority of  the legislature of  each province. 

On the Government of  Canada, Canadian Heritage Website on Guide to the Charter of  Rights and Freedoms on 
Section 32 - Application of  Charter it states: 
  
‣ The purpose of  section 32 is to make it clear that the Charter only applies to governments, and not to private individuals, businesses, 

or other organizations.  54
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In a Court of  Appeal in Alberta in 2005,  R. v. Dell it was recognized that; the Charter will only apply to a private entity 
if  it is found to be implementing a specific governmental policy or program.  55

You are a legal person and citizen by your birth certificate in which you are legally considered chattel or 
property of  the CANADA corporation so the Charter does apply to you. I will explain how to get out of  
that system and reclaim your soul and exercise your fundamental rights and freedoms as a sovereign living 

being in order to get our of  that ship where the charter no longer applies so you can come back on the land and its 
laws.    
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A-MARI-USQUE-AD-MARE this is the coat of  arms of  Canada located on the 
Supreme Court of  Canada meaning "Sea to Sea" and further taken from Psalm 72, Verse 

8: "He shall have dominion from sea to sea. Latin is not even an official language of  
Canada. The motto is shown in a proper Latin Sign, All Capitals with Hyphens. The 

Crown is not of  the U.K but the Roman Empire, the Vatican. Sea to Sea refers to their 
Maritime and Admiralty Law. Law of  the Sea, the Law of  Ships/Corporations where the 

Captain is dictator over all aboard the Ship.
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INDIGENOUS POLITICAL ACTIVISM 
	 "Its not the duty of  the conscious to teach the unconscious how to be conscious but to make them conscious of  their unconscious 
behaviour. This aspect of  conscious and unconscious is linked to mobilization and organization. We must make a clear distinction 
between the two, the enemy will use mobilization to demobilize us. Mobilization is easy, we are instinctively a people that will react and 
mobilize to any injustice and issue, this is what mobilization does, rallies people around issues. Those of  us who are Revolutionaries 
aren't concerned with issue's but organizing against the system that causes these individual issues. Mobilization is temporary, 
organization is permanent." 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	          	       - Dr. Kwame Toure aka Stokley Carmichael 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	      All African People’s Revolutionary Party 

	 In this zine I began by first introducing the legal history of  so called Canada to demonstrate that institutions 
that operate society can be created and exist on deception and unlawfulness. I included this legal history to also 
give context that the same colonial policies that violate human rights and agreements with Indigenous Peoples are 
now being imposed on Canadians as they become the new “Indian.” It is therefore integral that I end this section 
with an analytical critique on Indigenous Political Activism to identify vulnerabilities so that we can strengthen our 
organizing.  

	 The resurgence of  our diverse tribal identities and socio-economic, political institutions to reemerge as free, 
independent Peoples is a legacy passed on by those who committed their lives to organizing resistance against 
colonialism. This way of  life is often substituted for the popular Pan-Indian mobilizations of  the day that rally 
around single issues and individuals, which only directs the people to participate back within the colonial system. 
As the 7th Fire Prophecy warns us about two different path’s, we must ask ourselves; Is our Movement, one of  
loose mobilizations based on reactionary emotions where we are easily controlled by others or are we founded on 
organization that uses our intelligence intelligently to be in control of  our own self  determination?  

Pan-Indigenous Movements 

After World War II, Canadians became more familiar with the concept of  Human Rights where Canada 
was instrumental in the creation of  the U.N’s Universal Declaration of  Human Rights and was a 
signatory in 1948. A Parliamentary Committee Report on the Indian Act of  that same year, combined 

with public scrutiny of  conditions on reserves led to amendments of  the Indian Act in 1951.   It was no longer 56

illegal to engage in ceremonies, dress in traditional outfits, organize politically and hire legal council.   

	 The 1960’s ushered in a Cultural and Political Renaissance where Indigenous Peoples immersed themselves 
into political organizing, the arts, academia and red power activism. This new generation helped define the Pan-
Indigenism which was a call of  unity to organize and mobilize in a collective effort to rediscovery heritage, 
advocate for rights and rally against continued assimilative policies such as the 1969 White Paper.  Such 
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mobilization efforts would explode across so-called Canada and dissipate just as fast as it would spread, only to 
reappear every 8-10 years in opposition of  another policy or injustice.     

	 Pan-Indian or Pan-Indigenism is the unification of  Indigenous Peoples of  various Nations where a cultural 
homogenization of  cultural diversity assimilates distinct tribal identities to creates a synthetic token of  Indigenous 
representation. Created to promote unity in political organizing, social justice and cultural revitalization, Powwow 
Culture, Red Power Activism in the 60’s to Idle No More and Standing Rock are some examples of  Pan Indian 
Movements. Although influential at the time restrictions on culture were lifted this Pan Indigenism more often 
delays the reestablishing our own individual nation’s institutions. Overtones of  passive spirituality and inclusivity 
of  any and all groups is a characteristic of  Pan Indigenism which opens the door for Movements to be coopted 
and neutralized.    

	 The Idle No More movement initiated in 2012 quickly gained momentum, particularly with a new 
generation of  young, social-media-savvy activists where this Movement has encouraged many of  those ‘Idle’ in 
our communities into some form of  action. There has been positive outcomes from INM that are championed by 
progressive Canadians and those involved and if  we are to value balance we must equally take inventory of  our 
steps taken that can trip us up.  

	 This critique should not be considered as lateral violence in this era of  outrage-cancel culture and safe 
spaces, as action without self  analysis and critical thinking can be detrimental. The following is a critique as a 
whole on Pan Indian Mobilization and Indigenous Nationalism. 

Idle No More’s Timeline of  Influential Events.   

• Oct. 18, 2012: An Omnibus Bill was introduced in the House of  Commons. Bill C-45 termed the Jobs and 
Growth Act affected over 60 acts, including the Indian Act where changes made it easier for the government and 
big business to push through projects without strict environmental assessment, while simultaneously 
diminishing the rights and authority of First Nations.  57

• Nov. 10, 2012: Nina Wilson, Jessica Gordon, Sheelah McLean and Sylvia McAdams hold a small conference 
in Saskatoon titled “Idle No More” to raise awareness of  Bill C-45. The four Women with background in 
academia and law created a Facebook group and website. 

• Nov. 17, 2012 Throughout the week, teach-ins and protests are held in other cities, including Regina, Prince 
Albert, and Winnipeg, according to Idle No More’s website. 

• Dec 4, 2012, AFN’s Special Chief ’s Assembly in Gatineau Quebec held Dec. 4-6. A rally started the morning 
of  Dec 4 with about 200 people on the steps of  Parliament Hill to protest. A small group of  Chiefs attempted 
to enter the House of  Commons to deliver a message to the PM. They were refused entry by security guards 
and the minor 30 sec scuffle became headline news . 58
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• Dec 10, 2012, A National Day of  Action 
planned by the Co-founders, ignites 
protests in Vancouver, Saskatoon, 
Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary, Whitehorse, 
Yukon and other cities.  

• Dec 11, 2012, Chief  Theresa 
Spence of Attawapiskat launches a hunger 
strike to demand a meeting with Prime 
Minister Harper and the Governor 
General with Leaders to discuss violation 
of  Treaty Rights. 

• On December 14, Bill C-45, the Jobs and 
Growth Act receives Royal ascent. 
The Assembly of  First Nations issued 
an open letter on December 16 to Governor General David Johnston, calling for a meeting to discuss Spence's 
demands.  59

• Dec. 21, 2012: Rallies are held on Parliament Hill Ottawa, in Vancouver, Winnipeg, Truro, Iqaluit, Prince 
Albert, Toronto, Edmonton, Montreal,Yellowknife. Aamjiwnaang First Nation blocks a railroad in support of  
Theresa Spence. The blockade continues for two weeks. 

• Dec 22, 2012, Flash mob round 
dances start in Winnipeg and became a 
recurring theme of  the protests in some 
of  the biggest shopping centres across the 
country.  

• December 30, 2012, Members of  
Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory block the 
railway between two of  the country’s 
largest cities Toronto and Montreal at a 
point near Belleville, Ontario , stranding 60

2500 commuting passengers.   

• December 30, 2012, Terrance 
Nelson, Chief  for Roseau River in 
Manitoba, forwarded private emails to 
the Department of  Aboriginal Affairs. The group of  five emails released contained suggested strategies from 
some of  the most outspoken Chiefs during the Idle No More movement. An email from Derek Nepinak, 
Grand Chief  at the Assembly of  Manitoba Chiefs, wrote “We have the power to shut down the economy.”   61
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• The emails also contained messages from Isadore Day, Chief  of  the Serpent River First Nation and Ann 
Gladue-Buffalo, then-Chief  of  Alberta’s Confederacy of  Treaty Six Nations. Gladue-Buffalo’s email contains 
details about plans for a National Day of  Action on Jan. 16 .“It was agreed that in the short-term immediate pressure 
needs to be stepped up because Chief  Spence’s health is at risk,” she wrote.  62

• December 31, 2012, Idle No More Founders issue a Statement denouncing the use of  blockades. "Idle No More 
feels that any acts that are not in line with peace and solidarity only detract attention from our ultimate mission," and “The chiefs 
have called for action and anyone who chooses can join with them, however, this is not part of  the Idle No More movement as the 
vision of  this grassroots movement does not coincide with the visions of  the leadership”.  63

• The statement continued to say INM has a different vision than that of  the "leadership" of  First Nation 
Chiefs, saying "we have been given a clear mandate to work outside of  the systems of  government.”  Sylvia McAdam 64

says, ”While we appreciate the leadership's support of  Idle No More, they cannot take the lead on this. Their voice is restricted.” 
  65

• January 1, 2013, APTN publishes that it had learned that First Nations leaders have discussed plans to launch 
country-wide economic disruptions by the middle of  January if  Prime Minister Stephen Harper doesn’t agree 
to hunger-striking Attawapiskat Chief  Theresa Spence’s demand for a treaty meeting. 

• January 2, 2013, Protesters from the Gesgapegiag Mi’gmaq First Nation set up the blockade on Highway 132 
in Quebec's Gaspé region and a group of  demonstrators from the Listuguj Mi’gmaq First Nation are blocking 
a rail line west of  Gesgapegiag, saying they plan to maintain the blockade of  the tracks to stop Resource 
Extraction of  Trains at Pointe-à-la-Croix in Solidarity of  Chief  and Spence and Idle No More.  

• On January 4, 2013, 
Prime Minister Harper 
announced a meeting 
with a delegation of  
First Nation leaders 
coordinated by the AFN 
for Dec 11, to follow up 
on the issues discussed 
during the Crown-First 
Nations Gathering on 
January 24, 2012. His 
statement announcing 
the meeting made no 
mention of  Idle No 
More.  Idle No More 66

organizers announce a 
Day of  Action on that 
day also. 
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INM Day of  Action and Day of  AFN Chiefs meeting with Prime Minister:                        
INM Co-Founder, Sylvia McAdam giving a speech to hundreds of  grassroots in attendance. 
Standing to her right is AFN Executive Member, “Pipeline” Perry Bellegarde on Parliament 

Hill, Ottawa, Jan 11, 2013.
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• On January 5, 2013, Protests shut down multiple border crossings throughout Canada, including Blue Water 
Bridge in Sarnia, Ontario, International Bridge in Cornwall, Ontario, the Peace Arch crossing in Surrey, B.C, 
The Peace Bridge between Fort Erie and Buffalo in the Niagara region, and NWT's Deh Cho Bridge.    67

• January 7, 2013, Mikisew Cree and Frog Lake First Nation filed application to Supreme Court to challenge 
Bill C-45 for failing to consult them in the creation of  the Bill. In Oct 2018 Supreme Court rules Canada owes 
no such duty to consult over creation of  legislation.  

• January 10, 2013, AFN membership prepare and debate among themselves on the coming meeting with the 
PM. Some Chiefs voted not to participate in the meeting, choosing to boycott for various reasons, including 
demands that more chiefs be included in the AFN delegation and the fact that the G.G would not be present 
throughout the meeting, and would be limited to a shorter ceremonial meeting after the meeting with Prime 
Minister Harper.   68

• January 11, 2013, Protests are organized on Parliament Hill and in cities across Canada. The meeting with the 
PM was attended by National Chief  and a delegation of  17 Chiefs from several provinces, the Yukon, AFN 
Youth Council, Women's Council and Elders Council. Ontario and Manitoba Chiefs boycotted the meeting. 
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PM and AFN plan to have future meetings. The ceremonial meeting with the Governor General was attended 
by around 100 chiefs, including Chief Theresa Spence.   69

• January 16 - March 25, 2013, Cree Youth walk 1,600 km from Whapmagoostui First Nation, the 
northernmost Cree village in Quebec on Hudson Bay, to Parliament Hill in Ottawa in support of  the Idle No 
More movement.  

• January 23, 2013, Attawapiskat Chief  Theresa Spence ends her six-week-long hunger strike after members of  
the Assembly of  First Nations and the Liberal and New Democrat caucuses agreed to back a list of  
commitments supporting Indigenous issues. 

• March 18, 2013, Idle No More has joined forces with Defenders of  the Land and the new alliance plans to 
launch “escalating action” according to a draft joint declaration obtained by APTN National News. The four 
founders now agree to support non-violent direct action, including blockades, in the cause of  Indigenous 
rights. 

• June 16, 2013, A Statement released on the official Idle No More Webpage titled, Idle No More Sees Bigger 
Issues than C-45. The statement states that the same attention and action given to C-45 needs to be put on 
future similar legislation.   

Analysis  

• INM was not an organization but a policy reformist mobilization of  lobbyist’s rallying to influence Canada to 
repeal its Bill C-45. Lobbying as a route to influence policy is only successful for mega corporations and 
multinational organizations that work in collusion with government such as International Private Banks, the 
Pharmaceutical Industry and the Oil Industry.  

• To declare “we’re working within the legal boundaries” is recognition of  the legitimacy of  Canada and its 
jurisdiction over the movement. This is not Indigenous Sovereignty or keeping to the following provision of  
“working outside the systems of  government.” This mandate set participants up for being divided from the 
start and only marched the people within the systems of  government.   

• Any real effort of  Indigenous Sovereignty “to work outside of  the system of  government” while working 
“within the means of  the legal boundaries” to kill this bill the People would need to address the underlying 
issue of  Canada’s illegitimacy by specified steps through Inherent Jurisdiction recognized by International 
Law. (These steps are the focus of  next publication).   

• INM statement condemning the use of  blockades demoralized and discredited those communities who were 
in their right to use such a tactic in their exercise of  sovereignty on their own lands. Making such a statement 
from a position seen in a leadership capacity only creates divisiveness, factions and gives permission to the 
opposition and its policing agencies to also discredit and act on such statements. 
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• When the group of  Chiefs tried to walk into the House of  Commons along with Chief  Theresa Spence’s 
hunger strike these actions reverberated onto the people in which Chiefs were now given an unofficial pass by 
the people and became part of  INM movement.   

• INM’s mandate from the People was to keep the Movement grassroots and separate from the Chiefs however 
the AFN managed to hijack INM as a result of  the lack of  structure and passivity. Chiefs were visible in their 
Headdresses at marches and helped community members get to events in urban centres.  

• Chief  Theresa Spence’s Hunger Strike began to influence and steer Idle No More. Spence demanded the PM 
and Governor General to meet with Chiefs where the movement now focussed on Chief  Spence. Sovereignty 
was a mandate of  INM but there was no collective effort to put Headwomen/Clan Mother’s and Headmen 
of  the Territories as a Confederacy to lead this Movement.  

• The meeting of  AFN Chiefs to decide who would attend the meeting with the PM and G.G created divisions. 
A faction decided to boycott the meeting where this division would play out within the grassroots. Theresa 
Spence had her demands met. The energy and events of  Idle No More were not the same after this symbolic 
meeting that accomplished nothing.  

• Idle No More’s “Chapter’s” began to pop up across the Provinces and Territories. Administrators of  these FB 
Group Chapters would be seen as lead organizers for their area. There was no official sanctioning process or 
accountability mechanisms for individual “chapters”. 

• Admins of  these INM “Chapters” were seen as lead organizers and spokespersons of  their regions became 
divisive with their “followers” at times. This is evident by visible online debates and internal divisions created 
by statements of  INM Co-founders that condemned blockades. This created divisiveness and an exclusivity 
where ideologies had to be in line with an Administrators. 

•  It was not uncommon for Administrators of  these various “Chapters” to silence and or slander those they 
disagreed with using the privilege of  blocking and using “followers” to denounce actions, events and 
individuals they disagreed with. This is evident by splinter groups and the dialogue of  their experiences. 
Structure, accountability and dispute resolution mechanisms are basic requirements to organization.    

• Pan-Indian Traditionalism is a melting pot of  culture and idealism that romanticizes the struggle where 
spirituality is often used like religion to pacify the movement. This distracts us from being cognizant, engaged 
in applying diverse tactics and critical thinking.  

• INM was essentially a continuation of  the Assembly of  First Nation’s, 2007 Day of  Action. The AFN  Day of  
Action on June 29 2007 demanded restoration of  funding to First Nation Orgs, removal of  funding caps, 
implementing $5 billion Kelowna Accord, adjusting funding formulas and accelerating outstanding claims. 
The AFN used specific militant language and leverage of  the grassroots to put pressure on Government to 
keep their well funded orgs afloat. 
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• Documents, acquired through access to information requests, reveal that heads of  the RCMP and Ontario 
and Quebec police met in the summer of  2007 for the “first time in history” with then AFN to “facilitate a 
consistent and effective approach to managing protests and occupations.”   70

• Before and after Idle No More, Police Agencies in the 2000’s raided and made arrests regularly in various 
Indigenous Communities for direct actions however Policing of  Idle No More in similar actions were very 
relaxed. This most likely was due to Canada’s concern for potential major national unrest as a consequence 
of  arrests or that Canada knew the AFN had INM under control and protests would dissipate.  

• The failed opportunity to expose Canada’s illegitimacy as a continued Constitutional Monarchy, the 
fraudulent position of  a G.G and Canada’s perceived Constitution is the underlying issue. This is what needed 
to be a message on the national stage and included in the discussion with the PM and GG. 

• The use of  social media has created a dependency where can mislead that all one has to do is to create a page 
and an event and a go fund me and click share to be an effective organizer. Social media has also created a 
type of  celebrity persona for those who become the face of  the movement in a collective effort which can 
contribute to inflated ego’s which create unhealthy spaces to organize in.    

Indigenous Political Organizing beyond the Band Level 

Attempts to create political organizations under the imposition of  the Indian Act began as early as 1918 
with the League of  Indians of  Canada, the North American Indian Nations Council 1941, the League of  
Indian Nations 1920 and the North American Indian Nation Government 1945. Due to barriers of  the 

time such as little funding, separation by geography and Indian Act restrictions, sustaining such a organization was 
difficult. 

Timeline of  Reemergence of  Political Representation   

• One of  the last Nations to have the Indian Act Elected Band System imposed on them was the Six Nations of  
the Grand River. RCMP invaded Six Nations and illegally overthrew the existing traditional government and 
installed the Elected System in 1924. 

• Indian Affairs and its local agents were mandated to destroy any Indigenous political movement whose 
orientations might be different from those of  the Department or constitute a threat to its power. This was 
notably the case in the 1920s. Fred O. Loft of  Six Nations of  the Grand River established the Indian League 
of  Canada to make it a Canada-wide association.  He immediately ran up against the systematic opposition 71

of  the Department. At this point, Loft was threatened with automatic loss of  his Indian status, among myriad 
other things, if  he didn’t abandon his efforts. The leader was discredited and treated as an agitator and 
meetings were monitored. Loft raised funds to support the organization. After this, by means of  an 
amendment to the Indian Act, any attempt to raise funds on reserves without the written authorization of  the 
Superintendent General of  Indian Affairs was prohibited. At the same time, in response to land claims in 
British Columbia, the federal government amended the Indian Act so that from 1927 to 1951 any fundraising 
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destined for land claims constituted an offence. The Indigenous communities were trapped, deprived of  any 
legal recourse.  

• The 1930s and 1940s also brought an increase in Indigenous political organization at the regional and 
provincial levels. The Indian Association of  Alberta formed in 1939, the Federation of  Saskatchewan Indians 
formed in 1944, and the North American Indian Brotherhood formed in 1945, In 1949, the Union of  
Ontario Indians (UOI) was established to replace the Grand General Indian Council and the Union of  BC 
Indian Chiefs 1969. 

• In 1945, First Nations that attempted to affirm their sovereignty and their desire for self  government faced 
strong opposition. The North American Indian Nation Government was founded. When the federal 
government undertook a revision of  the Indian Act, this organization passed its own Indian Act and proposed 
the establishment of  a Indigenous Bank. This affirmation of  autonomy would have its price, the initiator of  
the movement, Jules Sioui, a Huron from Lorette, and a few other leaders would be sentenced to two years in 
prison for seditious conspiracy.   72

• In early 1959, approximately one thousand people joined forty Hereditary Chiefs and marched on the house 
of  the elected council at Six Nations reserve. The Chiefs ousted their elected counterparts, and cabled a 
declaration of  independence to Ottawa, Washington, and London. On the eve of  the 1960s, this short-lived 
reclamation of  traditional governance, failed to achieve Six Nations’ independence, but demonstrated the 
extent to which some other 14 First Nations rejected integration, and the notion that the federal government 
held constitutional authority over “Indians and the lands reserved for the Indians.” 

• The National Indian Council was formed in 1961 by a number of  dedicated and anxious Indian 
organizations and individuals. This Council represented all persons of  Indigenous descent. It however 
dissolved into the status-only National Indian Brotherhood in late 1968 and later becomes a government 
funded and coopted organization that is now the Assembly of  First Nations that exists today. 

• November 1965 was a pivotal year for public expressions of  First Nations protest and organizing in so called 
Canada, during which community members and their leaders organized public demonstrations to bring their 
grievances directly to Canadian authorities.  

• April 1965, Activists from various Haudenosaunee communities, including Six Nations, marched in front of  
Ottawa’s Parliament Hill. Protestors used the loaded term “genocide” to describe the Indian Act because of  
its assimilative aims. The placards they brandished, along with the petition they circulated, called again for 
the abolition of  the Act, and for the reaffirmation of  their treaties with the British.  73

• November 1965, Kenora, Ontario, where a significant and well publicized protest march by First Nations 
from across the region, shed light on common struggles facing their communities across Canada. The First 
Nations marches of  1965 began in February, when more than one hundred protestors from the Dene ‘Tha 
First Nation, in the extreme northwest corner of  Alberta, marched on the Edmonton Legislature.  74
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• April - October 1967,  Expo 67 was the Colonial 
celebration of  Canada’s Centennial that included Pavilion 
exhibits for Provinces and Regions and the Indians of  
Canada Pavilion. Those who organized the Indians of  
Canada Pavilion resisted and saw an opportune moment 
to disrupt the integrationist harmony represented at 
Expo, unsettling visitors with an unfamiliar narrative that 
called the justice of  Canada’s assimilationist imperatives 
into question, by showing the loss and harm they had 
perpetrated.  

• 1960’s/70’s, Red Power following from that of  Black 
Power rejected the pacifist strategy and integrationist 
goals of  the Civil Rights Movement. Red Power rallied a 
minority of  grassroots activists to organize and advocate 
for bold and militant demonstrations of  pan-indigenous 
self-determination, instead of  seeking incremental change 
by lobbying government and using the courts. 

• 1967, The Native Alliance for Red Power (NARP), a small 
Vancouver based organization emerged within a year of  
the Black Panthers’ founding, and faithfully emulated 
their tactics and ideals. NARP would produce a newsletter, 
mount defensive patrols to protect their vulnerable, often-victimized peoples, and engage in various 
community outreach initiatives. Both groups were ghetto-based, of  the far left; both with connections to 
Maoist ideology.  75

• December 18, 1968, the Mohawks of  Akwesasne, erected a blockade on Cornwall Island in front of  the 
International Bridge to protest against the imposition of  Canadian customs duties and in exercising the Jay 
Treaty which recognizes Indigenous Nations right to freely cross the borders.  

• The American Indian Movement founded in 1968 in Minneapolis, Minnesota was the most visible activist 
group of  the Red Power movement of  the late 1960s and into the 1970s. AIM promoted direct-action 
protests to draw attention to the problems in Indian country, particularly the numerous treaty violations for 
which they sought restitution. AIM members were both from so called Canada and the States and mobilized 
actions on both sides of  the border. Aim gained headlines for the reclamation of  Alcatraz and the Armed 
Take Over of  Wounded Knee. This was followed by President of  the Oglala Nation’s reign of  Terror, Dick 
Wilson supported by the State to kill AIM members.  

• February 1969, Fred Kelly an Anishinabe Activist was an invited speaker at a rally for the fourth anniversary 
of  Malcolm X’s assassination. By May, Kelly was speaking alongside Black Panther communications 76

secretary, Kathleen Cleaver.  
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Ojibway Warrior Society take up Arms to reclaim 
Anicinabe Park in 1974 Kenora, Reawakening 

Anishinabek Warrior Societies.
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• Black Power advocates also expressed 
sympathy for, and solidarity with 
Indigenous Peoples struggle. Kwame 
Toure formerly known as Stokely 
Carmichael had vocally supported the 
idea of  “A Red Power for the Indians” 
during a December 1966 visit to 
Toronto, and by the end of  the decade, 
cooperation between African American 
and indigenous radicals was well 
established.   77

• November 1969, Two weeks before his 
slaying by Chicago police in December, 
Fred Hampton of  the Black Panthers 
arrived in Regina, Saskatchewan for a 
public appearance. Among his first 
comments to the assembled press, was, 
“we don’t like what your paper prints 
about the Indians,” demonstrating, 
again, the common concern among Panthers for Indigenous struggles.  78

• In Harold Cardinal’s 1969 book, The Unjust Society, he is clear that he stood apart from, and downplayed 
the importance of  what he called “sporadic indications of  a red power faction in Canada,” which he 
compared to “the rise of  black power in the United States.”  His comments in the press, in early 1969, were 79

unequivocal: “I don’t agree with Red Power.”  Harold Cardinal is the father of  Tanya Kappo, a co-founder 80

of  Idle No More. Co-Founders of  Idle No More denounced the use of  Blockades in the height of  INM’s 
prominence across the Country.  

• The 1969 White Paper (officially entitled Statement of  the Government of  Canada on Indian 
Policy) proposed to abolish all legal documents, the Indian Act, and all existing treaties within Canada. The 
paper proposed eliminating Indian status as a distinct legal status within Canada . The White Paper was met 81

with widespread Indigenous criticism and activism. 

• The Indian Association of  Alberta (IAA) in 1970 under the leadership of  Cree political leader Harold 
Cardinal put forth a counter attack called The Red Paper. The Red Paper was the counter-proposal to each 
of  these projects in the proposed white Paper. The Red Paper was presented to the Prime Minister and full 
cabinet on June 4, 1970. The White Paper was withdrawn as a result as a collective effort.  

• 1970, William Wuttunee, First Indigenous Lawyer from the Prairies, wrote Ruffled Feathers: Indians in 
Canadian Society, and agreed with those on the right that the best way forward for native people was to 
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assimilate into Canadian economic and political 
life.  He supported the 1969 White Paper and, 
not surprisingly, was called upon frequently by 
the federal government to act as a native 
spokesman.  

• William Wuttunee’s views were so out of  step 
with the increasingly strident anti-integrationist 
vanguard of  indigenous activism, that he was 
banned from several reserves, including his own 
community of  Red Pheasant, south of  the 
Battleford in Saskatchewan; he even received 
death threats, which precipitated his retreat 
from politics and into his private law practice.  82

• In January 1970, 200 Indigenous People 
occupied the Alberta “New Start” Centre in 
Lac La Biche because the government 
cancelled its research programs.  

• The summer of  1973 saw the occupation of  the 
office of  the Department of  Indian Affairs in 
Ottawa, and the occupation of  the Minister of  
Indian Affairs office in Kenora. The summer of  1973 also saw the Cache 
Creek, BC highway blockade to protest poor housing conditions on 
reserve. On October 16, 1973, hundreds of  Mohawks fought police and 
smashed windows of  band council offices on the Kanawake Mohawk 
Territory.  

• In July 1974, Occupation of  Anicinabe (municipal) Park in Kenora, 
Ontario. Louis Cameron from the nearby White Dog reserve organized a 
conference in the park, but participants decided they needed to do more to 
assert their rights and make their demands heard. An Ojibway group said 
the park had been wrongfully taken from them by the city of  Kenora in 
1959, to whom it had been sold by the federal government without 
Ojibway permission.  

• The July conference created an atmosphere to articulate other demands 
e.g. an end to police harassment in Kenora, better medical and dental 
services, removal of  a particular judge (S.J. 
Nottingham), creation of  a police college for First 
Nations peoples and cultural training for white 
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Above: Centre, June 4 1970, Harold Cardinal with National 
Indian Brotherhood address Trudeau and Chretien in Ottawa.   

Right: Comic by Everett Stop, Feb 1977. “Harold Cardinal 
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in the 1970’s switched to working as the first regional 
director for Canada’s Indian Affairs.  
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police, creation of  a local human rights committee, and appointment of  First Nations justices of  the peace. 
This occupation was the first time in this period that First Nations people used arms to increase pressure to 
ensure their rights.  

• The next main event that year occurred on Parliament Hill in September 1974 immediately after Anicinabe 
Park. The event was planned as a demonstration to raise awareness of  the plight of  indigenous people.  To 
build support, Louis Cameron, a leader with the Ojibway Warriors Society and of  the Anicinabe occupation, 
went around Canada and launched the Native People’s Caravan to get people to Ottawa by Sept. 30. He 
succeeded in attracting 900 people. 

• In 1975, there were five different protests. In March, 250 people from the Nazko and Luskus bands near 
Quesnel BC declared themselves sole occupants of  hundreds of  square miles of  land in central BC.  

• April 1975, Quatsino Band members threatened to shut down the copper mine at Port Hardy, Vancouver 
Island, unless the company agreed to make $600,000 payments twice a year to compensate for the destruction 
of  marine life in Quatsino Sound. In April, 60 native people demonstrated on Highway #3 in the southern 
interior of  BC near Hedley, over cut-off  land claims discussions. Those from the Kitsegukla band set up a 
blockade on the road leading to the Kitsegukla Valley logging operation over land claims. A hundred 
members of  the Seton Lake band blocked the BC Rail in near Lillooet, halting a Vancouver-based passenger 
train.  

• The April conference of  the Union of  BC Indian Chiefs saw 188 chiefs renounce all federal aid, and give a 
statement that their members would no longer apply for government permits to hunt and fish. 

• 1975, the Dene people called for independence and self-determination within the country of  Canada.  This 
struggle evinced considerable support from the Canadian population. As described in one sympathetic 
newspaper – “Native activists have also sought support from organized workers and northern whites who are 
concerned about the land and the environment.  In a most significant development, the Oil, Chemical and 
Atomic Workers Union and the United Auto Workers have taken a stand in favour of  a just land settlement 
before the pipeline is built.  

• The James Bay Energy Corporation was diverting major rivers to create hydro power, but there was resistance 
by the James Bay Cree and Inuit communities. There was also the fight of  the Dene people against the 
MacKenzie Valley pipeline in the Northwest Territories. The Dene resistance arose in response to the process, 
and to the fact that they had a land claim of  some 400,000 square miles in the area.  The NWT Indian and 
Metis Federation stated it would use “any means necessary” (à la Malcolm X) to defend the claim. 

• Dave Courchene from the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood denounced Red Power as “swelled heads”, and 
media depicted INB as the “reasonable” ones. These government-funded leaders were referred to as “uncle 
tomahawks”–though people like Courchene himself  would denounce the government five years later when its 
“partnership” initiatives did not live up to their name e.g. only token native involvement in education 
programs. 
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• Throughout the 1970’s, Indigenous Peoples starting reviving their Medicine Societies and Warrior Societies 
and walking towards their own Inherit Governing Institutions as well.  

• The 1980’s and 90’s saw Indigenous Peoples start to reorganize their Warrior Societies through the Mi’gmaq, 
Mohawk and Anishinaabe Okijida. Incidents as Restigouche and the Canadian Army Invasion of  
Kanehsatake in 1990 demonstrated how far Canada would go to violate Indigenous and Human Rights. 
These Stands of  Resistance was a continuation of  the legacy of  the Warrior Spirit seen through the 90’s at 
Gustafson Lake, Ipperwash, Grassy Narrows, Six Nations’ Kanehstaton and Wetsuwetin Intah. 

Constitutional Express 

In 1960, the United Nations General Assembly adopted the Declaration on the Granting of  Independence to 
Colonial Countries and Peoples (General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)), known also as the Declaration on 
Decolonization. By this resolution, the General Assembly proclaimed the necessity of  bringing colonialism in 

all its forms and manifestations to a speedy and unconditional end and that all people had a right to self-
determination. The UK’s Canada Act, Canada’s Constitution Acts 1867/1982 was a result of  this however it was 
are only acts of  deception.   

	 In 1980 Pierre Trudeau proposed a framework for the ‘patriation’ (a made up word) of  a new Canadian 
Constitution.  The purpose was to give Canada the more independent power as a country to amend its laws. 83

This resolution was drafted with no Indigenous consultation and included little to no mention of  Indigenous rights 
in its framework. Thus, the Constitution Express was organized to protest the lack of  acknowledgment of  
Indigenous rights in the constitution.   84

	 Led by George Manuel, then president of  the Union of  BC Indian Chiefs, a group of  Indigenous activists 
chartered two trains from Vancouver that eventually 
carried approximately one thousand people to 
Ottawa.  The Constitution Express garnered the 85

attention and support of  the wider Canadian public 
and precipitated a nationwide movement to prevent 
the new Constitution from effectively ending the 
recognition of  Indigenous Title and Rights. 

	  Forty-one members of  the Constitution 
Express would continue on to the United Nations in 
New York and then to Europe to share their 
message, concerns, and experiences with an 
international audience. In 1982 the pivotal 
Section 35 would be added to the Canadian 
Charter to specifically recognize and affirm 
Aboriginal and treaty rights . Both the issues 86
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Anishinaabek Leaders in Constitutional Express Gathering in Ottawa.
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the Constitutional Express addressed and the organization of  the protest have important implications for our 
struggle today.  87

	 In his book Unsettling Canada, Indigenous Activist and son of  George Manuel, Arthur Manuel, felt the 
divisions between National Leaders and the Grassroots in this campaign.  

	 “When I arrived early to meet the train, I was surprised to find a thousand people, many of  them Indians 
from the All Chiefs meeting, already jammed into the station to greet the B.C. protesters. Indian Affairs Minister 
John Munro was also there, standing with Del Riley, the man who had beaten Bobby for the national chief ’s job a 
few months earlier. Del did not look particularly happy. I had heard that at the National Indian Brotherhood, they 
were peeved that the Manuels were storming into town with the B.C. Indians and stealing their thunder in the 
anti-patriation fight. These men were, after all, politicians, so we all understood their concerns.” 

Making Change in the System 

	 Divisions between Indians Act Leaders and Grassroots is obvious as the Indian Act Leaders are agents of  
the Government. There is the division between pacified Indigenous Activist's who  are still part of  the Colonial 
Institutions that also create divisions with denouncing those of  a Warrior Culture mind who commit their lives to 
engaging in resistance and employ a diversity of  tactics. In our approach of  Unity our Movements become 
divided as Pacification through this era of  Truth and Reconciliation, New-Age Pan Indigenism, Ego’s, Lateral 
Violence and a lack of  an Economy keep us divided from Strengthening our Nations and being in Unity.    	 	 	  

	 A Sociologist Howard Ramos cataloguing and categorizing all Indigenous protest events in Canada—as 
reported by the Globe and Mail—from 1951- 2000, demonstrated the lack of  a coherently pan-indigenous 
movement in Canada, where 
divergent interests between 
competing groups undermined 
such a possibility.  Anishinabek 88

Scholar, Waubegashig aka Harvey 
McCue’s argument of  three 
decades earlier, in The Only Good 
Indian,  shared that the 
effectiveness of  Indigenous 
organizations had been “diluted 
by the failure of  the Indians 
to present a unified front on 
any particular issue.”  
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Indian in the Cabinet author and former Canada Attorney General and Minister of Justice 
Judy Wilson Raybould with Justin Trudeau in House of Commons.  
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	 As a former youth, we have been told by 
assimilationists, those who are put up as our Role 
Models that we need to walk in “Two Worlds” 
and work within the System to make Change.  
Jody Wilson Raybould of  the Kwak’wala, the first 
Indigenous Female Minister of  Justice and 
Attorney General on her watch seen Supreme 
Court decisions violate Indigenous Title and 
Rights. Raybould would resign from her ‘Indian in 
the Cabinet position as a result of  attempting to 
hold Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau, accountable 
to a SNC-Lavalin scandal and his attempt to 
silence her and sweep the scandal under another 
political unmarked grave. Raybould’s Dad, Bill 
Wilson, First Nations hereditary chief, politician, 
and lawyer, was known for squaring off  with 
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, Justin’s Father, 
during the Constitutional Talks in the 80’s where 
in the National Film Board of  Canada’s, 
Documentary Dancing Around the Table, he 
says, 

“I have two children in Vancouver Island, both of  whom 
for some misguided reason, say they want to be a lawyer, 
both of  whom, want to be the Prime Minister, both of  
Whom Mr Prime Minister are Women.” 

	 Ethel Pearson of  the Kwakwaka’waka Peoples, 
mother of  Bill Wilson and grandmother to Judy Wilson 
Raybould was also featured in the NFB’s Dancing 
Around the Table. In the picture on the left is the cover 
for the documentary which features Etherl. I included a  
quote she said in the documentary not to support this 
action but to share the frustration she felt in this tongue-
in-cheek response in being interviewed.  

	 Both Mary Simon and Bill Wilson were featured 
in this documentary who squared off  with Pierre Elliot 
Trudeau Turing the Constitutional Talks with the Indian 
Act Leaders and other Aboriginal Leaders. 

	 Ethel Pearson was a grassroots matriarch and 
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Above: Deal with the Devil: The Vatican’s Front Man, the White 
Pope, gives a Masonic Hand Shake to Mary Simon, the First Female 
Indigenous Governor General for the Crown in so called Canada. 

The Governor General holds the Position of  Head Sovereign of  the 
Knights of  St. John of  Jerusalam, A Military Order of  the Vatican. 
By 1931 Statute of  Westminster of  UK this Position should not exist 
but the Crown is not the UK it is the Roman Empire. Mary Simon is 
committing Fraud of  the most High for her Roman Empire Master’s.
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helped give asylum to Leonard Peltier when he was evading the FBI for shooting to FBI agents in the 1970’s. She 
also became is adoptive Mother.  

NIIZH - THE INTERNATIONAL BANKING SCHEME 

HISTORY OF BANKING IN CANADA 

Banking in Canada began to migrate from colonial overseas banking operations to a local banking system 
with the founding of  the Bank of  Montreal in 1817.  Other banks soon followed and began business, a 89

process of  unregulated banking. These institutions issued their own local bank notes as currency. However 
throughout the 1850s and early 1860s a number of bank failures caused a loss of  confidence in bank notes.  

• The passing of  The Provincial Notes Act in 1866. With the 1867 British North America Act, the Dominion 
gained complete control over currency and banking.   90

• In 1871 the federal government passed the Bank Act which started the process of  bringing all charted banks 
under common regulation. 

• In 1934 The Bank of  Canada was established under private ownership but in 1938 the government 
nationalized the bank and since then it has been publicly owned. It was mandated to lend not only to the 
federal government but to the provinces as well. 

• The Bank of  Canada’s website states that the Bank of  Canada Act defines the functions of  the Bank and 
although the Act has been amended many times since 1934 the preamble to the Act has not changed. The 
Bank still exists "to regulate credit and currency in the best interests of  the economic life of  the nation.”  91

CANADA JOINS THE INTERNATIONAL BANKING CABAL 

The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) is an international financial institution owned by central 
banks that "fosters international monetary and financial cooperation and serves as a bank for central 
banks.”  It was started in 1930 and based in Basel Switzerland.  92

	  
	 The Basel Committee was established by the central bank Governors of  the Group of  Ten countries at the 
end of  1974. It is at this time The Bank of  Canada became a Basel Committee member and committed to 
implementing the Committee’s recommendations. The Basel Committee encouraged governments to borrow from 
private banks that charged interest in order to combat ‘stagnation’. 
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	 The Committee, headquartered at the Bank for International Settlements in Basel, was established to 
enhance financial stability by improving the quality of  banking supervision worldwide. The Committee's first 
meeting took place in February 1975, and meetings have been held regularly three or four times a year since.  93

	 Since its inception, the Basel Committee has expanded its membership from the G10 to 45 institutions from 
28 jurisdictions. Starting with the Basel Concordat, first issued in 1975 and revised several times since, the 
Committee has established a series of  international standards for bank regulation, most notably its landmark 
publications of  the accords on capital adequacy which are commonly known as Basel I, Basel II and, most 
recently, Basel III.  The Committee sets the rules for banking globally, including capital requirements and reserve 94

controls.  

The Basel Accords 

The Basel Accords refer to the banking supervision accords (recommendations on banking regulations) 
issued by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. 

	 The power of  the BIS to make or break economies was demonstrated in 1988, when it issued a Basel 
Accord raising bank capital requirements from 6% to 8%. Basel I was developed through deliberations 
among central bankers from major countries. In 1988, the Basel Committee published a set of  minimum capital 
requirements for banks. This is also known as the 1988 Basel Accord, and was enforced by law in the Group of  
Ten (G-10) countries in 1992. A new set of  rules known as Basel II was developed and published in 2004 to 
supersede the Basel I accords. Basel III was a set of  enhancements to in response to the financial crisis of  2007–
2008. 

International Private Banks dictate Canada’s Monetary Policies    

In December 1994 a coalition of  Canadian non-governmental organizations formed the Halifax Initiative; a 
collective formed to to make international financial institutions along with their policies more democratic, 
transparent and accountable.  

• On Sept 30, 1999 through a request under the Access to Information Act, the Halifax Initiative obtained the 
International Monetary Fund’s, Structural Adjustment Programme for Canada. The IMF Structural 
adjustment is a set of  economic reforms that a country must adhere to in order to secure a loan from the 
International Monetary Fund or the World Bank. Structural adjustments are often a set of  economic policies, 
including reducing government spending, opening to free trade, and so on.  95

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  

• In 2007 Canada enacted the Bank for International Settlements 
Immunity Act which states; An Act to provide immunity to the Bank 
for International Settlements from government measures and from civil 
judicial process.  https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/b-1.5/page-1.html  
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It is no “tin-foil hat” conspiracy theory as exemplified by such information that these private foreign entities 
control Canada’s monetary and financial policy and are exempt from our laws. The Bank of  Canada is very 
much controlled by such Foreign Entities as shown by the Regulatory Policies being enforced Internationally 

to the Banks. Did the so-called Canadian agree to surrender their sovereignty to such International Banking 
Collectives? 

Much Ado About 1974: The Bank of  Canada In the 70’s 

A faction of activists, indie media, reformers and a lawsuit supported by a former Minister of  National 
Defence have been calling on Canada to reinstate the Bank of  Canada. Many behind this rallying cry 
believe the reigns of  the Bank of  Canada were handed over by Trudeau in 1974 for the Private Banks 

scheme to initiate debt at compound interest rates.    

	 Adam Smith of  Understanding Canada, a non partisan independent website that publishes info on 
Canada’s fiscal policy wrote an article called Much Ado About 1974 to debunk what he refers as a myth and 
conspiracy theory. He says, “we cannot fight for change based on false history and misunderstood systems.”  

In his article he gives the substance of  what many grassroots monetary reformists have been propagating; 

“Let’s start with the myth itself, it varies from place to place but the overall gist goes something like; In 1974, at the 
behest of  the Bank for International Settlements, the Rothschilds, and foreign banking interests, without debate in 
Parliament Pierre Trudeau ordered the Bank of  Canada to stop lending interest-free to the government for public 
works and to start borrowing at compound interest exclusively from private banks, and because of  that you can 
clearly see our public debt skyrocket on a chart. This history has been covered up by the government, as they also 
ordered the media not to cover the Bank of  Canada lawsuit by COMER.”  

Smith cites his research from government archives available online of  debates in Parliament and books by 
economists to help clarify some of  this misinformation. Some of  his points he shares are: 

• Pierre Trudeau did no such thing. The finance minister does not give the governor of  the Bank of  Canada 
marching orders.  They consult with one another, but the governor and the BoC are free to do as they feel 
necessary (the glorious independence of  central banks).   

• We participated in the first Basel Committee resulting in the Concordat but that had nothing to do with 
monetary policy, it was all about how to maintain the security and supervision of  banks’ foreign 
establishments and ensure they are all operating under comparable standards. 

• The BoC has actually made very few loans to governments in its lifetime. This is because these loans aren’t 
meant as loans to cover deficits, fund services, or build infrastructure; they are loans to cover temporary 
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unexpected budgetary shortfalls, which is why the loan provisions in the Act are so limited in amount and time 
frame for repayment. 

• It’s also false to claim the BoC made loans for infrastructure because it doesn’t extend loans to the government 
for a specific purpose, the money goes into the pot of  the Receiver General’s account and it’s up to the 
government to spend it through fiscal policy. More to the point, a central bank is not a bank intended to 
regularly make loans, it is a “lender of  last resort”, meaning only if  funds cannot be procured in any other way 
does the central bank make a loan. 

• Some people mistakenly point to the preamble of  the BoC Act, unchanged since its inception, as some kind of  
legal proof  that the BoC is not living up to its purpose: It is a myth that the original purpose of  the Bank of  
Canada was to make interest-free loans to all levels of  government for “human capital” expenditures 
(education, health, other social services) and/or infrastructure expenditures. Those words appear in no 
government documents. Bank of  Canada loans were never interest free, it has not lent to the provinces since 
the 1930s, and has never lent to municipal governments. 

• You can clearly see our public debt skyrocket on a chart: The most annoying part about this claim is that it’s 
like people look at the chart of  Canada’s public debt (unadjusted for inflation I might add), see the rise after 
1974, and rather than find out what was happening in history at that time they just assume it is entirely 
attributed to some change in policy of  the government and/or the BoC.  

• As I hope I’ve thoroughly proven, there is no cover up. The government is only going to digitize so much of  
our old documents, digging into the BoC Review or Annual Reports is simply not of  wide public interest. 

To respond to some of  the points made by Smith in his article I share my perspective:  

• Yes we know the Bank of  Canada operates independently from Government in order to ensure neutrality, 
accountability and protection from politics; However from an Indigenous Perspective as Treaty Partners since 
1867 we’ve seen Politicians violating laws to misappropriate and mismanaged Indigenous Trusts from such 
institutions the benefit third parties and build Canadian infrastructure.  

• We should be so naive to think that just because there are laws in place Politicians are not in the pockets of  
corporations to influence Canadian policies. For years Power Corp a Multinational Corporation that is a 
management and holding company that focuses on financial services in North America, Europe and Asia has 
been criticized for its influence on Canadian politics through its relationships with prominent politicians, 
including several prime ministers and provincial premiers.     96

• Yes Trudeau was Canada’s CEO in 1975 and although there is no documents stating this Public Central Bank 
was handed over to Private Banks there does exist the Basil Accords, the IMF Structural Programme for 
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Canada that imposes the BIS Policy on the Bank of  Canada. Canada even has a law that gives immunity to 
the BIS from Canada’s own laws.  

• Smith says We voluntarily chose to adopt monetarism in 1975, while in 1976 the BoE was forced to adopt monetarism as a 
condition of  a loan from the IMF. The definition of  doing something “voluntarily” is opposite of  being forced to 
accept something. Clearly the Bank of  Canada, Canada’s monetary policies have been handed over to the BIS 
by the implementation of  the Basil Accords and being forced to adopt monetarism.   

• The Office of  the Superintendent of  Financial Institutions of  Canada follows a Capital Adequacy 
Requirement Guideline. This Guideline reflects how Canadian regulators are implementing the Bank of  
International Settlements’ Basel Committee’s policy’s which have everything to do with monetary policy. 

• Smith claims the BoC never gave loans to the Governments, it was called Un-neutralized monetary financing. 
He describes this financing as a kind of  a back door loan if  you will, and never really needs to be repaid, the government 
could roll over the debt time and again with a new bond issue that matches the maturation of  the previous issues. Monetary 
financing is like making a loan to yourself, such is the power of  a federal government with a publicly-owned central bank and a 
sovereign currency, they can turn on the taps to create more money any time they please. The reason they don’t is multifaceted. This 
sure sounds like a loan to me.   

• Smith when referring to people use charts that show skyrocketing debt that starts in 1975 he says rather than 
find out what was happening in history at that time they just assume it is entirely attributed to some change in 
policy of  the government and/or the BoC. Further in this paper we look at what happened in history and cite 
legislation and sources that link to private banks and their influence on world events.   

• Although Smith in his article gives a tone that comes off  as being an apologist for Government and Central 
Banks and where I feel he fails to make such a complex subject with its jargon understandable for the 
layperson; I do agree though how underneath his tone he is only helping us to strengthen our position by 
pointing at such flaws and reminding the need to be factual and use evidence to back up our claims. I can 
agree that I've been a part of  circles where many just blindly jump into a cause and shout the popular slogans 
that make good soundbites.  

	 Smith does agree that Monetary and Economic Reform is needed and finishes that article  
saying; 

“We did not so much cede control of  our economy to corporate interests as much as they pretty much always controlled it. This is a 
fairly insurmountable hill to climb, but we can chip away at the corporate oligarchy with the right public support. 

We are up against powerful corporate forces run by a psychopathic elite who do not wish to interrupt the profit vacuum we call an 
economy that has provided them such obscene levels of  wealth.” 

THE SCAM OF FRACTIONAL RESERVE BANKING 
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Modern banking practice of  fractional reserve banking and the issue of  banknotes emerged in the 17th 
century. Fractional-reserve banking is the system of banking operating in almost all countries worldwide. 

  97

	 In the past, savers looking to keep their coins and valuables in safekeeping depositories deposited gold and 
silver at goldsmiths, receiving in exchange a note for their deposit. These notes gained acceptance as a medium of  
exchange for commercial transactions and thus became an early form of  circulating paper money.  98

	 As the notes were used directly in trade, the goldsmiths observed that people would not usually redeem all 
their notes at the same time, and they saw the opportunity to invest their coin reserves in interest-bearing loans 
and bills. This generated income for the goldsmiths but left them with more notes on issue than reserves with 
which to pay them. A process was started that altered the role of  the goldsmiths from passive guardians of  bullion, 
charging fees for safe storage, to interest-paying and interest-earning banks. Thus fractional-reserve banking was 
born. 

	 Thus by the 19th century we find "in ordinary cases of  deposits of  money with banking corporations, or 
bankers, the transaction amounts to a mere loan or mutuum, and the bank is to restore, not the same money, but 
an equivalent sum, whenever it is demanded.  and “Money", when paid into a bank, ceases altogether to be the 99

money of  the principal;  “it is then the money of  the banker, who is bound to return an equivalent by paying a 100

similar sum to that deposited with him when he is asked for it.”  101

	 The Central Bank Scam is really a hidden tax. A Government sells bonds to the Central Bank to pay for 
things it doesn’t have the political will to raise taxes to pay for; but the bonds are purchased with money the central 
bank creates out of  nothing. The more money in circulation makes your money worth less. The Government gets 
as much money as it needs and the People pay for it in inflation. This is counterfeit and fraud.  

	 They beauty of  the plan is not one person in a thousand can figure it out because the truth is hidden 
behind complex sounding economic jargon and gibberish. 

Money is created in the Canadian economy in two main ways: through private commercial bank loans 
and through the Bank of  Canada’s purchase of  bonds and treasury bills it auctions off  to private 
bankers.   

	 When the Bank of  Canada receives a Treasury Bond an (I.O.U) from the Government, the Bank of  
Canada forfeits its legislative obligation to create and manage money themselves and instead hand it over to 
International Private Banks. These Banks can now lend their debt based “chequebook” money to the Government 
with ridiculous compound interest.  102

	 When we need real physical cash (bank notes) to trade for smaller amounts of  money the Bank of  Canada 
contracts the work to foreign companies (Giesecke & Deverient) 

Here are some definitions to help describe how money is created through bank loans. 

• Debt Obligation; Means a Bond, note or other evidence of  indebtedness of  an entity, whether secured or 
unsecured - Canada’s Bank Act: 

• Note; Means a promissory note - Bills of  Exchange Act: 
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• Money; money includes negotiable instruments - Financial Administration Act:  

• Negotiable Instruments: Includes any cheque, draft, travellers cheque, draft, bill of  exchange, postal note, money 
order, postal remittance and any other similar instrument. - Financial Administration Act: 

• Notes: means notes intended for circulation in Canada. - Financial Administration Act: 

The Office of  the Superintendent of  Financial Institutions of  Canada follows a Capital Adequacy 
Requirement Guideline. This Guideline reflects how Canadian regulators are implementing the Bank of  
International Settlements’ Basel Committee’s schemes in Canada. The Guideline can be found online on 

the OSFIC Webpage. Together with the Bank of  Canada the OSFIC are members of  the BIS and Basel 
Committee.  

	 The Capital Adequacy Requirements Guideline A: Date: December 2010 
Under Borrowing Multiple states: Increased authorized multiples will not exceed 23 times capital. 
This means when we seek a loan, the amount we request, the Bank 
multiples that by 23 to electronically create new money for the Bank. 
https://cupsa-aspc.ca/pdf/publications/standard/CAR.pdf   
	 The Promissory Note we create is a form of  money that the banks can now apply this multiplication factor 
of  23 times to enrich themselves. When you sign a loan agreement/promissory note with the Bank you are not 
borrowing money but are are creating money, an asset for the bank. The Promissory Note is not signed by a Bank 
Rep in their capacity as a Bank Rep but only as a Witness that the note was created. The note is not a creation of  
the Bank but created by the Public. 

MONEY CREATED OUT OF THIN AIR 

The Bank of  Canada Statements for Sept 2020 for Total Household and Business Credit is $4,631,546, 000, 
000.   However at the end of  2020, there was only approximately 106.93 billion dollars of  banknotes in 103

circulation.  104

	 So if  the Banks loaned out $4.6 Trillion dollars but we only have $106 Billion physical bank notes 
circulating, what did the bank lend out and where did this money come from? 

	 Most people are under the impression that when they apply for a loan they are withdrawing money from 
the reserves in the Banks vault, where the Bank is putting up something. This is not the case, money is being 
created artificially by a stroke of  a computer keyboard. There is nothing the Banks are putting up, the Banks do 
not suffer any loss or damage if  you walk away from these accounts. People then pay back the banks with their 
labour for this artificial money, where the banks never put up nothing. We obligate our lives and hard work in this 
system for something that is created out of  thin air. This is Fractional Reserve Banking in which almost all 
countries world wide operate under and if  they don’t their leaders may coincidentally die and countries invaded or 
bombed.  
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CANADA’S PRIVATE BANKS HAVE NO RESERVE REQUIREMENTS 

The Bank Act of  Canada was revamped in its entirety to secure this scheme in 1992. In banking, there is a 
common term called “reserve ratios” or “reserve requirements”. For simplification, all this means is that 
government imposed regulations on private banks where they are required to keep a certain amount of  

“money” back in the vault for every dollar they loan out. For example, if  the reserve ratio is 10%, it means that the 
bank would keep 10 cents in the vault for every dollar they loan out. 

	 On December 13, 1991, Bill C-19  received royal assent and was a bill that revamped the entire Bank 105

Act to help secure this banking scheme for the international private banks. The bill said; 

Article 457. (4) of  the Bank Act now stated: On the first day of  the first month following the month this section comes into force, 
the primary reserve referred to in subsection (2) shall be reduced by 3 per cent, and thereafter on the first day of  the first month of  each 
of  the next three succeeding six month periods, the primary reserve as modified by this subsection shall be reduced by 3 per cent, and on 
the first day of  the twenty-fifth month following the month in which this section comes into force, the primary reserve 
referred to in subsection (1) shall be nil. 

	 Today if  you look at the Act, you will see the following stanza: 457. [Repealed, 1999, c. 31, s. 14] This was 
done by Bill C-84 which was sponsored by the Minister of  Justice and was described as: 

“An Act to correct certain anomalies, inconsistencies and errors and to deal with other matters of  a non-
controversial and uncomplicated nature in the Statutes of  Canada and to repeal certain Acts that have ceased to 
have effect.”  

This a housecleaning bill. Section 457 is one of  them. If  you have a “time bombed” clause like section 457 and it 
has expired, why keep it in the Act? In other words, it is a lot nicer saying: 457. [Repealed, 1999, c. 31, s. 14] than 
it is to tell the truth and say: 

“We changed this requirement. Banks don’t have to have any money in the vault to back their loans. We, the 
Government of  Canada, authorize them to mint as much checkbook money out of  thin air as the market will 
bear. We will stay out of  the banks business as they must know what they are doing. However, if  they screw up, we 
will make sure the citizen bail them out via inflation and extortion, I mean we meant taxation.” 

This is why if  you look at the Bank Act today, you will see no mention of  any reserve requirements at all. 

COMPOUND INTEREST RATES ARE EXTORTION     

Successive Canadian governments since becoming part of  the Bank of  International Settlements’ Basel 
Committee in 1974 have surrendered sovereign control over monetary policies and money supply to these 
international private bankers. As a result, Canadians have been saddled with government debt at all levels 

that has aggressively risen since.  

	 Canada’s Auditor General Report in 1993 reported that from 1867 to 1992 the federal government 
accumulated a net debt of  $423 billion. Of  this, $37 billion is the actual debt, which represents the accumulated 
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shortfall in meeting the cost of  government programs since 1867. The remainder, $386 billion, represents the 
amount the government has borrowed to service the debt, essentially a payment of  interest on interest.  

If  the government had borrowed, interest-free, from the Bank of  Canada to service the actual shortfall of  $37 
billion, a debt to the banks of  $386 billion would have never been created. 

The combined federal and provincial net debt has increased from $833 billion in 2007/08 to  $1.4 trillion in 
2016/17. This combined debt equals 67.5% of  the Canadian economy or $37,476 for every man, 
woman, and child living in Canada.   106

It appears that perhaps as much as 90 percent of  the $1.4 trillion is the result of  compound interest charges 
created by private banks.	 	 	 	 	 	 	  

The Fraser Institute, an independent, non-partisan Canadian public policy think-tank in a 2016 study called, The 
Cost of  Government Debt in Canada, found that Canadian governments (federal, provincial and local) spent 
$60.8 billion ($160 Million Daily) on debt interest in 2014/15. This is virtually equivalent to total public spending 
on K-12 education in Canada ($63.9 billion) in 2017. 

The cuts to healthcare, education, social programs, unfair wages for the Tax Payer and third world living 
conditions of  Indigenous Nations created by unfulfilled Treaty Obligations are all a result of  this needless 
compound interest. 

CANADA’S BANKING SYSTEM VIOLATES CONSTITUTION ACT 

Canada’s Constitution Act Section 52.(1) The Constitution of  Canada is the supreme law of  Canada, and 
any law that is inconsistent with the provisions of  the Constitution is, to the extent of  the inconsistency, of  
no force or effect. 

The Government of  Canada and the Minister of  Finance have abdicated their legislative duties of  the Bank of  
Canada Act Section 18 (i), (j), (m).  

The refusal to request and make interest free loans under sections 18 (i) and (j) of  the Bank of  Canada Act has 
resulted in negative and destructive impact on Canadians by the disintegration of  Canada’s economy, it’s financial 
institutions, increase in public debt and unfulfilling Treaty obligations to Indigenous Nations. 

The maintaining of  minutes of  meetings by the Governor of  the Bank of  Canada with other central bank 
“governors” from other states and federation(s) as a secret and not open to parliamentary and public view and 
scrutiny, constitutes: ultra vires action by the Governor of  the Bank of  Canada contrary to inter alia, s.24 of  the 
Act. 

These actions are unconstitutional conduct by the Governor of  the Bank of  Canada and where the 
Parliament of  Canada in allowing the Governor of  the Bank of  Canada to hold secret nature and content 
of  meetings with other central banks; and in not exercising the authority and duty contained in 18 (i) and 

(j) of  the Act; and enacting s.18 (m) of  the Bank of  Canada Act; has unconstitutionally abdicated its duty and 
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function as mandated by ss.91 (1a), (3), (14), (15), (16),(18), (19) and (20) of  the Constitution Act, 1867 as well as 
s.36 of  the Constitution Act, 1982. 

This is a major violation of  Canada’s Constitution and Charter Rights of  the Canadian Tax Payer and 
Indigenous Nationals.  

The Taxes imposed to pay for the interest on the deficit and debt to private bankers, both domestic and 
particularly foreign are illegal and unconstitutional owing to the breach of  the constitutional rights(s) to no 
taxation without representation resulting from the Finance Ministers failure to disclose full anticipated 

revenues to MP’s in Parliament, before the return of  anticipated tax credits, prior to determining weather an 
anticipated surplus or deficit will be incurred, in the tabling of  the budget, in that a full and proper debate can not 
properly ensue as a result, thus breaching the right to no taxation without representation under both ss.53 and 90 
of  the Constitution act, 1867.  

NSWII - GLOBAL DOMINATION 

ALL WARS ARE BANKERS WARS 

Financing wars by bankers is not a new enterprise, as it has been going on for the last two centuries, and 
probably many more centuries going further back. Banks have always profited from war because the debt 
created by them results in ongoing profit.  

Apart from direct lending to the government, banks benefit from war through other channels: they collect 
commissions by helping warring governments to sell war bonds, and they benefit by financing the war profiteers 
that provide goods and services to the military, the demand for which intensifies during warfare. Banks also profit 
by financing reconstruction following the end of  hostilities and from the business opportunities arising in occupied 
territories.  

Bank of  England and the Slave 
Trade  
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The Bank of  England, a private bank was established in 1694 and had a fundamental role to play in 
enabling Britain to increase its role in the slave trade by underpinning the development of long-term 
commercial credit, which helped to finance the slave trade and the ensuing industrial revolution. The 

Bank helped to stabilize our national finances which enabled the State to engage in multiple wars during the 18th 
century – wars which were in large part aimed at securing slave colonies. By the beginning of  the 19th century, 
Britain was the leading slave trading nation, responsible for 40% of  the movement of  over 3 million enslaved 
Africans across the Atlantic. 

	 However, the immediate profits from trade with sugar and tobacco plantations in the West Indies are only 
part of  the story. Rather it’s the long-term investment of  those profits that laid the foundations for the racial 
wealth inequalities that persist today. Sustained wealth accumulation from the slave trade and British colonies, 
fuelled investments in a range of  industries such as shipbuilding, banking, insurance and guns. It was the 
development of  financial institutions, like the Bank of  England, which were integral to securing this wealth and 
driving innovations in the types of  long term credit instruments that the slave trade depended upon. Then, as now, 
it was impossible to divorce one’s wealth from the broader institutions of  which one was a part. As Nick Draper, 
previous Director of  UCL’s Legacies of  British Slave-Ownership Project, notes: even abolitionist bankers those 
campaigning against the slave trade – held mortgages and other financial assets secured on plantation estates. 

American Revolutionary War 1765 - 1791 
(First Bank of  the United States) 

	 The United States fought the American Revolution where King George III implemented the Currency 
Act which forced the colonists to abandon their own government issued currencies and conduct business only 
using printed bank notes borrowed at interest from the Bank of  England. 

	 Currency Acts created tension between the colonies and the mother country, and were a contributing 
factor in the coming of  the American Revolution. In all of  the colonies the Acts were considered to be a "major 
grievance”.  107

	 Private Bankers succeed in setting up a new private central bank and to make it appear it was connected 
to government cleverly named it The First Bank of  the United States in 1791. The First Bank of  the United States 
is privately owned and not a government agency, was a business.  108

	 At the end of  this Banks, 20 Year Charter had almost ruined the 
nations economy while enriching the banks owners.  
As a result Congress refused to renew the Banks charter and signalled their intention to go back to a state issued 
valued based currency on which the people paid no interest at all to any banker.  
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War of  1812 - 1812- 1815 (Second Bank of  the United States) 

As Congress still refused to renew the charter of  the First Bank of  the United States that expired in 1811 
the War of  1812 broke out a year later. 

The United States declared war for many reasons such as: Britain’s interference with its trade and impressment of  
its seamen; Americans’ desire to expand settlement into Indigenous, British, and Spanish territories; aspirations to 
conquer Canada and end British influence in North America. 

	 After the War another Private Bank called The Second Bank of  the United States was chartered to issue 
public currency as loans at interest and was chartered from February 1816 to January 1836.  109

	  
	 Andrew Jackson President from 1828-1836 when the American congress voted to renew the charter of  
The Second Bank of  The United States responded by using his veto to prevent the renewal bill from passing. 

	 “Should the stock of  the bank principally pass into the hands of  the subjects of  a foreign country, and we 
should unfortunately become involved in a war with that country, what would be our condition? Of  the course 
which would be pursued by a bank almost wholly owned by the subjects of  a foreign power, and managed by those 
whose interests, if  not affections, would run in the same direction there can be no doubt. All its operations within 
would be in aid of  the hostile fleets and armies without. Controlling our currency, receiving our public moneys, 
and holding thousands of  our citizens in dependence, it would be more formidable and dangerous than the naval 
and military power of  the enemy.” - President Jackson's Veto Regarding the Bank of  the United States; July 10, 
1832.  110

	 On January 30, 1835 an attempt on Jackson’s life failed by a would be assassin named Richard Lawerence. 
Jackson felt the attempt was politically motivated but there was no evidence to prove this and Lawerence was 
found not guilt by reason of  insanity.   111

	 With Jackson’s success of  killing the Private Bank, the nation returned to deposit banking.    112

The United States would not have another central banking system again until the Federal Reserve was established 
in 1913. Howe, Daniel Walker (April 27, 2009). "The Ages of  Jackson" 

Free Banking Era  1837 - 1863  

	 The period from 1837 to 1863 is known as the free banking period in the history of  American banking. 
After two attempts at establishing a central bank for the country (the First Bank of  the United States and the 
Second Bank of  the United States), the federalists lost the power struggle to the advocates of  states’ rights, and all 
banks began to be chartered by the states. The result was a proliferation of  banks.  

Each of  these banks issued their own banknotes against their deposits of  gold and silver. These notes did not trade 
one for one, and their value mostly depended on the size of  the issuing bank. Issuing paper currency wasn’t just 
limited to banks; even drugstores and railroad and insurance companies sometimes issued their own notes.  
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	 The notes were also of  varying size and color, and forgers had a field day: approximately a third of  all 
paper currency during this period was counterfeit. Benchmarks like the reserve ratio, the capital adequacy ratio, 
and interest rates were set by the states. About half  of  these banks failed, and their average lifespan was five years. 

 113

American Civil War 1861 - 1863	 	  

In December 1858 Senator William Seward of  New York, told his colleagues that the collision of  interests 
between North and South was “an irrepressible conflict between opposing and enduring forces, and it means 
that the United States must and will sooner or later, become entirely a slaveholding nation or entirely a free-

labor nation.  114

With the Central Bank killed off  before the war, the United States had a series of  banks, each chartered in the 
individual states. Operating by the fractional reserve banking system where these banks each issued notes, which 
became currency that circulated in their respective areas.  But they didn’t circulate throughout the country as a 115

whole only applicable within their state.  

	 During the Civil War, President Abraham Lincoln and Secretary of  the Treasury Salmon Chase asked 
banks along the east coast for loans totalling $50 million in gold to support the war effort. They agreed, but one 
leading banker said that the “fearsome sum was quite enough” and not to come back for more. By the war’s end, 
the United States spent 60 times as much, leaving the banks without any gold to spare. 

On April 12, 1861, Confederate troops opened fire on the Union garrison at Fort Sumter in South 
Carolina, an action that marked the beginning of  the American Civil War. Around this same time, the 
South suspended shipments of  cotton to Europe in hopes of  convincing Queen Victoria or Napoleon III 

to announce their support for the Confederacy. 

Beginning in March 1861, the Confederacy started printing its own paper banknotes. The Confederate dollar, 
often called a "Greyback", was first issued into circulation in April 1861, when the Confederacy was only two 
months old, and on the eve of  the outbreak of  the Civil War.  It was not backed by hard assets, but simply by a 
promise to pay the bearer after the war, on the prospect of  Southern victory and independence. After the 
Confederacy's defeat, its money had no value, and both individuals and banks lost large sums. 

	 Lincoln’s administration used Civil War funding to enact laws, establish a currency, and impose taxes. The 
secretary of  the treasury tried to resign several times during Lincoln’s presidency but Despite it all determined 
with boldness concocted a new banking system. 

Chase created a system that, above all else, was designed to avoid the inflation or the runaway inflation that had 
been catastrophic to the United States in the War of  1812, and even more so in the Revolutionary War.”  116

	 On February 25, 1863, President Lincoln signed what was known as the National Currency Act. The 
system was quite simple. A federally chartered bank would purchase federal government bonds and leave them on 
deposit with the Treasury Department. The National Banking era was ushered in by the passage of  the National 
Currency (later renamed the National Banking) Acts of  1863 and 1864. The Acts marked a decisive change in the 
monetary system.  117

The government now issued National Bank Note’s called “Greenbacks”. Greenbacks were emergency 
paper currency issued that were printed in green on the back. They were in two forms: Demand Notes, issued in 
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1861–1862, and United States Notes, issued in 1862–1865. A form of fiat money, the notes were legal tender for 
most purposes and carried varying promises of  eventual payment in coin, but were not backed by 
existing gold or silver reserves.             118

It was anticipated even when the green back was issued that after the war the green backs would be retired 
however the National Banking System created by Salman Chase was successful for the the U.S and also in 
keeping the private bankers from reestablishing a system of  creating debt over the States. 

"The national banking system is proving to be acceptable to capitalists and to the people ... That the government 
and the people will derive great benefit from this change in the banking systems of  the country can hardly be 
questioned. The national system will create a reliable and permanent influence in support of  the national credit, 
and protect the people against losses in the use of  paper money."  119

Lincoln won the civil war. Lincoln's opposition to the central banks financial control and a proposed return to the 
gold standard is well documented. He would certainly have killed off  the central banks monopoly had he not been 
killed 41 days after being re-elected. 
	 	 	 	 	  
After Lincolns assassination the Country went back to using Bank Notes borrowed at interest from the Private 
Banks.  
	  

Act of  1871 
	 	 	 	 	 	  

The District of  Columbia Organic Act of  1871 is an Act of  Congress that repealed the 
individual charters of  the cities of  Washington and Georgetown and established a new territorial 
government for the whole District of  Columbia. Though Congress repealed the territorial government in 

1874, the legislation was the first to create a single municipal government for the federal district.  120

This is the incorporation of  the United States of  America which replaced the original Constitution of  1789. 
Canada and the United States are Crown Corporations. The Crown is the Holy See, The Vatican or the Roman 
Catholic Empire’s.    

The Federal Reserve 

In 1913 Congress gave an independent central bank deceptively named the Federal Reserve a monopoly over 
issuing America’s money. The debt created by this private corporation is what is killing the American economy 
just as the Bank of  Canada is also in the hands of  private banks. 

	 The private central bankers of  Europe, in particular the Rothschilds of  Great Britain and the Warburgs 
of  Germany met with their American financial collaborators on Jekyll Island, Georgia to form this new banking 
cartel.  

	 In 2012 the Federal Reserve successfully rebuffed a Freedom of  information lawsuit by Bloomberg News 
on the grounds that as a private banking corporation and not actually a part of  the US government, the Freedom 
of  Information Act did not apply to the operators of  the Federal Reserve. 
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	 The Federal Reserve System considers itself  to be an independent central bank 
US Lawmakers Want More Oversight of  the Federal Reserve Dec 9 2022 The Fed branches are currently exempt 
to these requests due to their quasi-private structure. 
 
“Agency” Only agencies are required to disclose records under FOIA. An “agency” includes “any executive 
department, military department, Government corporation, Government controlled corporation, or other 
establishment in the executive branch of  the Government (including the Executive Office of  the President), or any 
independent regulatory agency.”  121

Louis Thomas McFadden (July 25, 1876 – October 1, 1936) was a Republican member of  the United States 
House of  Representatives from Pennsylvania, serving from 1915 to 1935. In a remarks to congress in 1934 
title The Federal Reserve: An Astounding Exposure, McFadden stated; 

"Mr. Chairman, we have in this Country one of  the most corrupt institutions 
the world has ever known. I refer to the Federal Reserve Board and the 
Federal Reserve Banks, hereinafter called the Fed. The Fed has cheated the 
Government of  these United States and the people of  the United States out of  
enough money to pay the Nation's debt.”  

Some people who think that the Federal Reserve Banks are United States Government institutions. They are not 
Government institutions. They are private monopolies which prey upon the people of  these United States for the 
benefit of  themselves and their foreign customers; foreign and domestic speculators and swindlers; and rich and 
predatory money lenders.”  122

World War I 

World War I began in the Balkans on July 28, 1914, and hostilities ended on November 11, 1918. Factors 
that are often studied include unresolved territorial disputes and perceived breakdown of  the 
European balance of  power.  123

	 In August 1914 The Independent magazine described the assassination of  Franz Ferdinand and his 	 wife in 
June as a "deplorable but relatively insignificant" reason for which “the financial system of  the world is in chaos, 
that international commerce is suspended, that industries are everywhere demoralized and families ruined, and 
that millions of  men in Europe have taken up arms with the intent to slaughter each other.”  124

	 By the early 1900s, virtually the entire world was divided up between the (primarily) European & US 
empires. The final phase of  this occurred in Africa, where the Europeans divided up the continent among 
themselves. After this, there were no new lands to invade & colonize. Having taken possession of  the world's 
peoples and lands, the imperialists turned against one another (as they had for centuries).  125

	 World War I was the inevitable result of  this power struggle for global domination. While Western Europe 
was devastated from 1914-18, with as many as 20 million killed, the US remained largely untouched. Although 
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there was widespread repression inside the US, including mass arrests and deportations of  tens of  thousands of  
European immigrants labeled 'subversives', the US did not suffer any combat on its own soil Entering the war only 
in 1917, the US emerged in a stronger economic and military position than the Europeans.  126

As a result of  the war and forced industrial production (under Martial Law), the US economy expanded. 
The postwar economic 'boom' of  the 'Roaring Twenties' ended in 1929 with the collapse of  the stock 
markets and the beginning of  the Great Depression. The party was over. Seen as the result of  over-

production, this economic crisis forced tens of  millions around the world into unemployment, poverty, and 
starvation. 

In response to this crisis, and the threat of  communist revolution (i.e., the Russian Revolution of  1917), many 
Western governments resorted to police repression and, in the case of  Italy, Germany and Spain, fascism. Nazi 
Germany, established in 1933, was funded and supported by bankers and many businessmen and politicians in 

the US. By 1939, Germany had invaded neighbouring countries including Austria and Poland. This aggression 
was used as a pretext for World War 2.  127

World War II 

Portrayed as a war to end fascism, WW2 was in reality a result of  the unresolved power struggle that had 
initiated the First World War. While Western Europe and Asia were devastated by the war, once again the 
US emerged unscathed and strengthened. At the same time, the Union of  Soviet Socialist Republics 

(USSR) extended its control over Eastern Europe. As a result, the world was divided into two major blocs: the' 
capitalist West and the communist East.  128

The Bank of  International Settlements has been scandal-ridden ever since it was branded with pro-Nazi leanings 
in the 1930s. Charles Higham wrote in his book Trading with the Enemy that by the late 1930s, the BIS had 
assumed an openly pro-Nazi bias, a theme that was expanded on in a BBC Timewatch film titled “Banking with 
Hitler” broadcast in 1998.  129

In 1944, the American government backed a resolution at the Bretton-Woods Conference calling for the 
liquidation of  the BIS, following Czech accusations that it was laundering gold stolen by the Nazis from 
occupied Europe; but the central bankers succeeded in quietly snuffing out the American resolution. 

	 Swiss banks have been accused of  collaborating with the Nazis during WWII, but they are not alone. 
British and American bankers also helped fund Hitler's war machine. Officers from the Bank of  England sat on 
the board alongside leading Nazis of  the Bank for International Settlements (B.I.S.).  

	 While Europe was engulfed in WWII, the B.I.S. laundered plundered gold for the Nazis and paid 
dividends to the Bank of  England. Henry Morganthau, U.S. Secretary of  the Treasury for F.D.R., pursued the 
B.I.S.'s American president, Thomas McKittrick, uncovering evidence that other leading allied banks were 
collaborating with the Nazis. Allied bankers were never prosecuted after the war.  130

 
	 The US Secretary of  the Treasury, Henry Morgenthau, began investigating Nazi finances 60 years ago 
and found Allied banks, including many British and American high street names, who continued to do business 
with Hitler's Germany throughout the war. 
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371 Swiss banks stand accused of  collaborating with 
the Nazis during World War II.  
This was suspected at the time by U.S. Secretary of  Treasury Henry Morgenthau, who began investigating this 
collaboration. He found the Swiss were not alone. His archives reveal that both British and American bankers 
continued to do business with Hitler, even as Germany was invading Europe and bombing London.  131

	 As a result of  the destruction of  World War II, former European empires were unable to maintain direct 
control of  their colonies as new anti-colonial movements emerged in Africa and Asia. Many of  these struggles 
were the result of  power struggles between the US and the USSR during the 'Cold War'.  132

	  

Decolonization was also promoted by the US as a means of  further undermining W. European states and 
extending US imperialism. The result was an explosion of  anti-colonial insurgencies in Africa and Asia, 
wars of  liberation that succeeded in forcing out European powers. Some of  the hardest fought battles 

were those of  Algeria, Vietnam, Mozambique, Kenya, and Rhodesia/Zimbabwe.  133

	 This period of  anti-colonial war extended from the 1958 into the mid-70s. As a part of  this, the United 
Nations was used to assimilate these new independent nation-states into the global system (based on rhetoric of  
peace & human rights). The UN, it should be noted, was itself  set up by, the US in the aftermath of  WW2 to 
impose just such a system. The US also provided funding and built the UN headquarters in New York City.  
At the same time, the US also established the International Monetary Fund & World Bank, Along with the UN, 
these groups were used to reconstruct the global system after the war. The main beneficiaries were US 
corporations.  134

	 The post-WW2 period is often remembered as a US 'Golden Age' of  US prosperity and stability. Since its 
establishment, the UN has served as a convenient cover for Western imperialism, giving legal & moral sanction to 
ongoing colonial invasions (including Korea and Vietnam Wars, the Congo, Iraq in 1991, Somalia, Haiti, 
Afghanistan, etc.). These are termed 'peacekeeping' or 'humanitarian' missions, although their primary purpose is 
to maintain or re-impose Western control.   135

	  
After gaining independence, many colonies remained dependent on the western economic system (a legacy of  
colonialism, including large-scale export of  agriculture, petroleum, & minerals). Decolonization, in fact, served to 
open"up these former colonies for penetration by Us-based corporations. Others became. dependent on the 
USSR for industrialization & modernization of  military forces. Overall, decolonization did not fundamentally 
alter the imperialist relationship between the Western nations & Africa and Asia.  136

JFK’S Executive Order #11110 

This executive order amended Executive Order 10289 (dated September 17, 1951) by delegating to 
the Secretary of  the Treasury the President's authority to issue silver certificates under the Thomas 
Amendment of  the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended by the Gold Reserve Act. The order allowed 

the Secretary to issue silver certificates, if  any were needed, during the transition period under President 
Kennedy's plan to eliminate Silver Certificates and use Federal Reserve Notes.  137
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Perhaps President Kennedy's assassination was a warning to future presidents not to interfere with the private 
Federal Reserve's control over the creation of  money. For, with true courage, JFK had boldly challenged the two 
most successful vehicles that have ever been used to drive up debt: 1) war (i.e., the Vietnam war); and, 2) the 
creation of  money by a privately owned central bank. His efforts to have all U.S. troops out of  Vietnam by 1965 
combined with Executive Order 11110 would have destroyed the profits and control of  the private Federal 
Reserve Bank. 

John J McCloy who served as the President of  the World Bank, U.S. High Commissioner for Germany, chairman 
of Chase Manhattan Bank, chairman of  the Council on Foreign Relations and was a member of  the Warren 
Commission. The Warren Commission was the investigation of  the assassination of  U.S President JFK. How 
Convenient. 

War for Oil & Global Domination 

Towards the end of  World War II, when it became obvious that the allies were going to win and dictate the 
post war environment, the major world economic powers met at Bretton Woods, a luxury resort in New 
Hampshire in July of  1944, and hammered out the Bretton Woods agreement for international finance. 

	 The Bretton Woods system of monetary management established the rules for commercial and financial 
relations among the United States, Canada, Western European countries, Australia, and Japan. The Bretton 
Woods system required countries to guarantee convertibility of  their currencies into U.S. dollars to within 1% of  
fixed parity rates, with the dollar convertible to gold bullion for foreign governments and central banks at US$35 
per troy ounce of  fine gold.   138

	 The 730 delegates at Bretton Woods agreed to establish two new institutions. The International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) would monitor exchange rates and lend reserve currencies to nations with balance-of-payments 
deficits. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, now known as the World Bank Group, was 
responsible for providing financial assistance for the reconstruction after World War II and the economic 
development of  less developed countries. 

	 The Federal Reserve, being a private bank and not answerable to the US Government, did start 
overprinting paper dollars, and much of  the perceived prosperity of  the 1950s and 1960s was the result of  foreign 
nations' obligations to accept the paper notes as being worth gold at the rate of  $35 an ounce. Then in 1970, 
France looked at the huge pile of  paper notes sitting in their vaults, for which real French products like wine and 
cheese had been traded, and notified the United States government that they would exercise their option under 
Bretton Woods to return the paper notes for gold at the $35 per ounce exchange rate.  

	 The United States had nowhere near the gold to redeem the paper notes. By 1966, the IMF estimated 
foreign central banks held $14 billion U.S. dollars, however the United States had only $3.2 billion in gold to 
redeem those paper notes. So on August 15th, 1971, Richard Nixon "temporarily" suspended the gold 
convertibility of  the US Federal Reserve Notes. 

	 Later termed the "Nixon shock”  this move effectively ended Bretton Woods and many global 139

currencies started to separate from the US dollar.  
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	 Worse, since the United States had collateralized their loans with the nation's gold reserves, it quickly 
became apparent that the US Government did not in fact have enough gold to cover the outstanding debts. 
Foreign nations began to get very nervous about their loans to the US and understandably were reluctant to loan 
any additional money to the United States without some form of  collateral. program to shore up sagging 
international demand for the dollar. 
 

The United States approached 
the world's oil producing 
nations, mostly in the Middle 

East, and offered them a deal. In 
exchange for only selling their oil for 
dollars, the United States would 
guarantee the military safety of  those 
oil-rich nations. The oil rich nations 
would agree to spend and invest their 
US paper dollars inside the United 
States, in particular in US Treasury 
Bonds, redeemable through the slave 
labor of  future generations of  US 
taxpayers. The concept was labeled 
the "petrodollar".  

	 The term petrodollar 
warfare refers to a theory that 
depicts the international use of  
the United States dollar as the standard means of  settling oil transactions as a kind of economic 
imperialism enforced by violent military interventions against countries like Iraq, Iran, and Venezuela, and a key 
hidden driver of  world politics. The term was coined by William R. Clark, who has written a book with the same 
title.   140

	 In effect, the US, no longer able to back the dollar with gold, was now backing it with oil. Other peoples' 
oil. And that necessity to keep control over those oil nations to prop up the dollar has shaped America's foreign 
policy in the region ever since. 

	 As America's manufacturing and agriculture has declined, the oil producing nations faced a dilemma. 
Those piles of  US Federal Reserve notes were not able to purchase much from the United States because the 
United States had little (other than 
real estate) anyone wanted to buy. 
Europe's cars and aircraft were 
superior and less costly, while 
experiments with GMO food 
crops led to nations refusing to 
buy US food exports.  

	 Israel's constant 
belligerence against its neighbours 
caused them to wonder if  the US 
could actually keep their end of  
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the petrodollar arrangement. Oil producing nations started to talk of  selling their oil for whatever currency the 
purchasers chose to use. 
	  
	 Iraq, already hostile to the 
United States following Desert 
Storm, demanded the right to sell 
their oil for Euros in 2000 and in 2002, the United Nations agreed to allow it under the "Oil for food" program 
instituted following Desert Storm. One year later the United States re-invaded Iraq under the lie of  Saddam's 
nuclear weapons, lynched Saddam Hussein, and placed Iraq's oil back on the world market only for US dollars. 

	 The clear US policy shift following 9-11, away from being an impartial broker of  peace in the Mideast to 
one of  unquestioned support for Israel's aggressions only further eroded confidence in the Petrodollar deal and 
even more oil producing nations started openly talking of  oil trade for other global currencies. 

	 Ellen Brown, American author, attorney, advocate of  public banking reform in an article published on IAI 
News Feb 2021, titled Why they killed Gaddafi; Colonialism is alive and well in central banking wrote; 

2021 marks the 10-year anniversary of  NATO’s violent intervention in Libya and the assassination of  Muammar Gaddafi. As was 
suspected at the time - and was later shown in the published emails of  Hilary Clinton - NATO acted to prevent Gaddafi founding an 
African central bank with its own gold-backed currency. That institution would have challenged the power of  the dollar and finally 
allowed Africa to escape its colonial shackles. 

Now the bankers' gun sights are on Iran, which dares to have a government central bank and sell their oil for 
whatever currency they choose. The war agenda is, as always, to force Iran's oil to be sold only for US dollars and 
to force them to accept a privately owned central bank.  

Malaysia, one of  the few remaining nations without a central bank invaded by a force claimed to be "Al Qaeda" 
and has suffered numerous suspicious losses of  its commercial passenger jets. 

With the death of  President Hugo Chavez, plans to impose a US and banker friendly regime on Venezuela are 
clearly being implemented. 

Behind all these wars, all these assassinations, the hundred million horrible deaths from all the wars lies a 
single policy of  dictatorship. The private central bankers allow rulers to rule only on the condition that the 
people of  a nation be enslaved to the private central banks. Failing that, said ruler will be killed, and the 

nation invaded by other nations enslaved to private central banks. 

	 This is a classic pattern of  covert overthrow we have seen many times before. Since the end of  WW2, the 
US has covertly tried to overthrow the governments of  56 nations, succeeding 25 times. Examples include the 
1953 overthrow of  Iran's elected government of  Mohammed Mossadegh and the imposition of  the Shah, the 
1973 overthrow of  Chile's elected government of  Salvador Allende and the imposition of  the Pinochet 
dictatorship, and of  course, the overthrow of  Ukraine's elected government of  Yanukovich and the imposition of  
the current unelected government, which is already gutting the Ukraine's wealth to hand to the western bankers. 
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NEW WORLD ORDER 

During the 20th century, political figures such as Woodrow Wilson and Winston Churchill used the term 
"new world order" to refer to a new period of  history characterized by a dramatic change in world 
political thought and in the global balance of  power after World War I and World War II. Thomas J. 

Knock (2019). To End All Wars, New Edition: Woodrow Wilson and the Quest for a New World Order. Princeton 
University Press. 

The interwar post-World War II period were seen as opportunities to implement idealistic proposals for global 
governance.  

	 After World War I people were tired of  War and under the guise of  peace making the international 
bankers devised a plan to consolidate power even further.  Claiming only an international government would stem 
the tide of  World Wars these international bankers pushed for a proposal for world government which stood on 
three legs; A World Central Bank, (the International Bank of  Settlements), a World Legislature (the League of  
Nations) and a World Judiciary (the World Court in the Hague Switzerland). 

	 In Tragedy and Hope: A History of  the World in Our Time (1966), Dr. Carroll Quigley revealed the key 
role played in global finance by the BIS behind the scenes. Dr. Quigley was Professor of  History at Georgetown 
University, where he was President Bill Clinton’s mentor. He was also an insider, groomed by the powerful clique 
he called “the international bankers.” His credibility is heightened by the fact that he actually espoused their goals. 
He wrote: 
 
“I know of  the operations of  this network because I have studied it for twenty years and was permitted for two 
years, in the early 1960's, to examine its papers and secret records. I have no aversion to it or to most of  its aims 
and have, for much of  my life, been close to it and to many of  its instruments. In general my chief  difference of  
opinion is that it wishes to remain unknown, and I believe its role in history is significant enough to be known.” 

Quigley wrote of  this international banking network: 

“The powers of  financial capitalism had another far-reaching aim, nothing less than to create a world system of  
financial control in private hands able to dominate the political system of  each country and the economy of  the 
world as a whole. This system was to be controlled in a feudalist fashion by the central banks of  the world acting in 
concert, by secret agreements arrived at in frequent private meetings and conferences. The apex of  the system was 
to be the Bank for International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland, a private bank owned and controlled by the 
world’s central banks which were themselves private corporations.” 

The key to their success, said Quigley, was that the international bankers would control and manipulate the money 
system of  a nation while letting it appear to be controlled by the government. 

	 The United Nations was established in 1945 as well as the International Court of  Justice. These 
organizations created by this banking cartel composed of  the world central banks which gradually assumed the 
power to dictate credit policies to the banks of  all the Nations. 
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	 The term 'New World Order' was also used by US President George Bush Sr. in 1990, as the US prepared 
to invade Iraq. This 'new order' was the result of  the collapse of  the USSR and, with it, the entire communist East 
Bloc. With the demise of  the USSR, the US emerged as the dominant global power, the strongest economic & 
military force in the world. 

A Global Currency 

Global Research; The Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG) an independent research and media 
organization based in Montreal published an article on April 18, 2009 titled 
The Tower of  Basel: Secretive Plans for the Issuing of  a Global Currency by Ellen Brown. 

 
	 This carefully researched articled shared that in an April 7 article in The London Telegraph titled “The 
G20 Moves the World a Step Closer to A Global Currency,” Ambrose Evans-Pritchard wrote: 
 
	 “A single clause in Point 19 of  the communiqué issued by the G20 leaders amounts to revolution in the 
global financial order.” 
 
	 “‘We have agreed to support a general SDR allocation which will inject $250bn (£170bn) into the world 
economy and increase global liquidity,’ it said. SDRs are Special Drawing Rights, a synthetic paper currency 
issued by the International Monetary Fund that has lain dormant for half  a century. 
 
“In effect, the G20 leaders have activated the IMF’s power to create money and begin global ‘quantitative easing’. 
In doing so, they are putting a de facto world currency into play.” 

World Economic Forum: The Fourth Industrial Revolution  

The World Economic Forum is an international non-governmental and lobbying organization based in Cologny, 
canton of  Geneva, Switzerland. It was founded on 24 January 1971 by German engineer and economist Klaus 
Schwab. 

Professor Klaus Schwab, Founder and Executive Chairman of  the World Economic Forum, has been at the centre 
of  global affairs for over four decades. He is convinced that we are at the beginning of  a revolution that is 
fundamentally changing the way we live, work and relate to one another, which he explores in his new book, The 
Fourth Industrial Revolution. 

This Fourth Industrial Revolution is, however, fundamentally different. It is characterized by a range of  new 
technologies that are fusing the physical, digital and biological worlds, impacting all disciplines, economies and 
industries, and even challenging ideas about what it means to be human. 

In response to Covid-19 Pandemic, The Great Reset Initiative an economic recovery plan was drawn up by 
the World Economic Forum (WEF) Goodman, Jack; Carmichael, Flora (November 22, 2020). "The coronavirus 
pandemic "great reset" theory and a false vaccine claim debunked". BBC News. Archived from the original on 
November 22, 2020. Retrieved November 22, 2020. 
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On its webpage an interactive area called Strategic Intelligence provides a global inter-web of  diverse institutions, 
technologies and issues will be carried out by the WEF..     

In an article titled Conspiracy theories aside, there is something fishy about the Great Reset published in 2021 in 
openDemocracy, an independent international media platform claims the WEF plans are for a corporate takeover 
of  global governance that affects our food, our data and our vaccines. 

The magic words are ‘stakeholder capitalism’, a concept that WEF chairman Klaus Schwab has been hammering 
for decades and which occupies pride of  place in the WEF’s Great Reset plan from June 2020. The idea is that 
global capitalism should be transformed so that corporations no longer focus solely on serving shareholders but 
become custodians of  society by creating value for customers, suppliers, employees, communities and other 
‘stakeholders’.  

The way the WEF sees stakeholder capitalism being carried out is through a range of  ‘multi-stakeholder 
partnerships’ bringing together the private sector, governments and civil society across all areas of  global 
governance. 

The idea of  stakeholder capitalism and multi-stakeholder partnerships might sound warm and fuzzy, until we dig 
deeper and realize that this actually means giving corporations more power over society, and democratic institutions 
less. In practice, corporations become the main stakeholders, while governments take a backseat role 

The plan from which the Great Reset originated was called the Global Redesign Initiative. Drafted by the WEF 
after the 2008 economic crisis, the initiative contains a 600-page report on transforming global governance. In the 
WEF’s vision, “the government voice would be one among many, without always being the final 
arbiter.” Governments would be just one stakeholder in a multi-stakeholder model of  global governance.  

Harris Gleckman, senior fellow at the University of  Massachusetts, describes the report as “the most 
comprehensive proposal for re-designing global governance since the formulation of  the United Nations during 
World War II.” 

The multi-stakeholder model is already being built. In recent years, an ever-expanding ecosystem of  multi-
stakeholder groups has spread across all sectors of  the global governance system. There are now more than 45 
global multi-stakeholder groups that set standards and establish guidelines and rules in a range of  areas. According 
to Gleckman, these groups, which lack any democratic accountability, consist of  private stakeholders (big 
corporations). 

Put bluntly, multi-stakeholder partnerships are public-private partnerships on the global stage. And they have real-
world implications for the way our food systems are organized, how big tech is governed and how our vaccines 
and medicines are distributed. 

There is a stark choice between a human rights-led approach carried out by the UN and a profit-led approach 
carried out by multi-stakeholder bodies representing the interests of  corporations. Looking at the patterns 
throughout history of  the private banks has had over the globe the WEF goals seem like only an extension of  what 
the private international banks have already laid out.   

So even if  the WEF (or Bill Gates) is not responsible for the COVID pandemic, even if  the vaccines are not laced 
with microchips to control our thoughts, something fishy really is going on in the realm of  global governance. If  
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you value your right to public health, to privacy, to access healthy food or to democratic representation, be wary of  
the words 'stakeholder capitalism’ when they pop up at the next Davos summit. 

A new agreement with the World Economic Forum has given multinational corporations influence over matters of  
global governance. In 2019 a new corporate and government marriage quietly took place when the leadership of  
the World Economic Forum (WEF) and the United Nations (UN) signed a memorandum of  understanding 
(MOU) to partner with each other. 

In 2009, the WEF published a 600 page report entitled the Global Redesign Initiative, which called for a new 
system of  global governing, one in which the decisions of  governments could be made secondary to multi-
stakeholder led initiatives in which corporations would play a defining role. In a sense this WEF study 
recommended a sort of  public-private United “Nations” something that has now been formalized in this MOU. 
 

NAANAN - SOLUTIONS 

Identifying our Common Oppressor  

The National Crime Records Bureau of  India reported that a total of  296,438 Indian farmers had committed 
suicide between 1995-2014. Maharashtra crosses 60,000 farm suicides". www.ruralindiaonline.org. Peoples archive of  
rural India(PARI). 21 July 2014. Retrieved 25 March 2019. This epidemic is being cause by their inability to 
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repay loans mostly taken from the banks. When the conscience of  the nation was aroused by the Indian suicides, 
the government, lamenting the neglect of  farmers by commercial banks, established a policy of  ending the 
“financial exclusion” of  the weak; but this step had little real effect on lending practices, due largely to the 
structures imposed by the BIS from abroad. Nirmal Chandra, “Is Inclusive Growth Feasible in Neoliberal India?”, 
www.networkideas.org (September 2008). 

An article in the December 12, 2008 Korea Times titled “BIS Calls Trigger Vicious Cycle” described how Korean 
entrepreneurs with good collateral cannot get operational loans from Korean banks, at a time when the economic 
downturn requires increased investment and easier credit: 

“‘The Bank of  Korea has provided more than 35 trillion won, to banks since September when the global financial 
crisis went full throttle,’ said a Seoul analyst, who declined to be named. ‘But the effect is not seen at all with the 
banks keeping the liquidity in their safes. They simply don’t lend and one of  the biggest reasons is to keep the BIS 
ratio high enough to survive,’ he said.  

“Chang Ha-joon, an economics professor at Cambridge University, concurs with the analyst. ‘What banks do for 
their own interests, or to improve the BIS ratio, is against the interests of  the whole society 

	 As long as Banking Empires chase infrastructure and debt deals in pursuit of  profit, the west will continue 
to export injustice through finance. Millions more will be displaced, terrorism will  
thrive and neo-colonialism will continue to end more and more lives around the world. 

The Canadian Tax Payer angered by Tax Exempt Status Indians 

The population of  Canadians who descend from early European Settlers have come to inherent and exist in  
complex relationship with Indigenous Peoples. Canada’s colonial policies towards Indigeneous Nations have 
played a significant role in shaping ignorant, discriminative and racist attitudes within these Settler communities. 
This is no different as when Parents pass on their genes and belief  systems onto their children as it is in the case of  
Canada; Where a Prime Minister doesn’t fall far from the Trudeau Tree.    

This particular Settler demographic can be heard in the public arena whenever news stories on Indigenous issues 
appear in the media where this angry tax payer makes comments based on ignorance or straight up hate and 
racism. This “Average Joe and Jane” Canadian feel they are subsidizing Indigenous Communities with their Tax 
dollars. Such rhetoric from this settler community is also visible all over the comment sections on legacy and social 
media when Indigenous news stories appear. This Tax Payer typically replies with statements that First Nations get 
“handouts” and free housing, education from “taxpayer” money and that treaty and special rights are unfair and 
need to be abolished.  

I remind that this Paper’s intention is to create a bridge with this specific population by educating where their tax 
dollars really go towards and find a place of  unity to end the divisiveness and racism created by Government so we 
can combat the common enemy.   

The Funds allocated to Indigenous communities come from Trusts for leasing and “renting” our lands through the 
Treaties. Canada also has within its Constitution Act the fiduciary responsibility in funding agreements to pay for 
services for Indigenous Communities. The Stolen Resources from Indigenous Territories and Wealth created by it 
rarely put towards Revenue Sharing Agreements. Canada owns nothing and Indigenous Nations are being paid by 
their own inheritance.  
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It is the Indigenous Nations that are Subsidizing the Canadian Tax Payer.  

Many Canadians feel that no “status Indian” pays anything in terms of  tax however many Indigenous Peoples do 
pay taxes — excise tax, income tax, sales tax. Only some status Indians are exempt from paying taxes, and even 
then, it's in very specific situations. 

The Significant Taxes Indigenous Peoples do in fact pay come in the form of  Mercury and other Chemical 
Poisoning from Industry, Substandard Third World Living Conditions, No Clean Water, underfunding of  social 
programs and services that manifest into things like the youth suicide epidemic, we are taxed by legislative policies 
that create barriers to an Indigneous Economy in which our stolen resources create a wealth that allows the 
privileged Canadian Tax Payer to benefit from.  

The Stolen Resources and Funds towards Treaty Obligations of  Indigenous Nations are being transferred to 
create Money that is backed by nothing and created out of  nothing to create debt whereas the Tax Payer’s monies 
and the monies created by such Stolen Resources is going to the debt created by these International Banking 
Cabal. The Enemy. 

Solutions 

Canada is unimaginably indebted to the Indigenous Nations where they first need settle with us before they pay 
these Private Banking Criminals. Finding Solutions to do such things does not come easy where many have been 
assassinated but humanity needs to come together. Here are are some suggested solutions that I will elaborate on 
more in another publication. 

1. Take steps to get out of  the Birth Certificate and Citizenship. As Anishinaabek Peoples, Reignite our law of  
the land in autonomous Clan Council Fires and welcome the non-Anishinaabek to be adopted in a Clan. The 
Two Row speaks of  Water but we are of  the Law of  the Land. We do not operate on Water. 

2. Pay off  the debt with debt free Notes of  your Nation State. If  Nations States can issue a dollar bond, they can 
issue a dollar bill. 

3. Abolish Fractional Reserve Banking. As the debt is paid off, the reserve requirements of  all banks and financial 
institutions would be raised proportionally at the same time to absorb the new Notes of  the State which would 
be deposited and become the banks increased reserves. In short the banks would be paid off  by debt free State 
Notes in order to keep the total money supply stable. 

4. Repeal the Bank Act of  Canada, or Federal Reserve Act and other Acts of  Nation States in which these 
Private Banks infiltrate Government. 

5. Withdraw from the International Monetary Fund, the Bank of  International Settlements and the World Bank 
6. Develop a legitimate Constitution  
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